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 While significant strides in neural network and machine vision applications have been 
made in recent years, humans still remain the most proficient at feature extraction and pattern 
recognition tasks. Some researchers have attempted to utilize select aspects of the human visual 
system in order to perform application-specific visual tasks. However, none have been able to 
develop a computational model of the biological human visual system that can perform the many 
complex pattern recognition tasks that we do as humans. This thesis focuses on significant 
improvements to an existing human visual system model created by N. Radhi, and the novel 
implementation of a deep learning system for road detection utilizing non-uniformly sampled 
images in log-polar coordinate space. A convolutional neural network is used to compare the 
non-uniformly sampled image model to the conventional uniform structure, with the non-
uniform model demonstrating significant increases in processing speed while retaining high 
validation accuracy. Comparisons between the uniform and non-uniform models when subjected 





The Human Visual System 
The Human Visual System (HVS) is expert at identifying patterns in often complex and 
cluttered fields of view. The ability to recognize a person’s face, classify vehicles, or to find a 
specific book on a bookshelf relies on innate human skills. Without thought, our visual system 
automatically performs edge detection, feature extraction, and pattern recognition processes which 
allow us to make decisions based on relevant cognitive information. The process is rapid, only 
taking between 100 and 500 milliseconds to complete a cycle from visual stimuli to the lateral 
geniculate nucleus, the relay center that connects the eyes to the brain via the optic nerve [1]. 
However, current computer algorithms take significantly longer to perform similar functions and 
in many respects are not as robust as our own visual system. If the HVS can be accurately modeled 
for implementation on a computing platform, then it just might be possible to increase processing 
speeds, decrease processing resources required, and improve machine vision and artificial 
intelligence applications. If this can be achieved, then significant advances in contextual scene 
object identification can be made. This has many practical applications including autonomous 
vehicles, medical imaging, facial recognition and high level automation. 
In surveying the literature of vision processing it is clear that the predominant array of 
processing for machine vision algorithms utilize uniformly sampled images or video streams, 
where all pixels in the spatial domain are comprised of uniformly spaced samples with equal 
weight. This is juxtaposed to non-uniform sampling where pixels in the spatial domain are 
comprised of non-uniformly spaced samples with possibly non-equal weight. In either case, the 
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images are processed by specific preprocessing algorithms which must ultimately extract feature 
and edge information. Once features are extracted and organized, a neural network structure that 
mimics the human neural connections for synthetic learning can be built. In this sense, the flow of 
information is similar to the HVS with some notable differences.  
The HVS takes input information in a non-uniformly sampled spatial domain due to the 
changing photoreceptor densities throughout the eye. This fundamentally changes how visual 
information is manipulated by processing a large field of view efficiently. Additionally, biological 
systems induce filtering and edge enhancement functions using different methods than are 
currently utilized by image processing researchers. These software filtering methods are often done 
directly in the spatial domain by using a series of convolutional kernels applied to an image. 
 Examining the Human Visual System (HVS) with machine vision applications in mind, we 
attempt to take advantage of various aspects that are natural to the biological system for enhanced 
system speed and efficiency. The large field of view presents an opportunity to take in a great 
amount of data efficiently, while spatial filtration conducted by lateral subtractive inhibition can 
perform edge enhancement far more rapidly than convolutional kernel filters, especially for high 
resolution input data. In addition, the increased efficiency of this biological model allows for 
multiple gaze points so as to obtain more local data within a scene. 
Ultimately, use of the HVS model presents the following advantages in machine vision 
applications: 
1. With its use of non-uniform sampling in the spatial domain, the HVS could allow for 
reduction in data with minimum loss in visual information. By using the HVS model, 
preprocessing and neural network training could be performed significantly faster. 
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2. Due to the speed increases in processing HVS visual information, additional points of 
interest could be analyzed and processed to obtain more information while still retaining 
significant processing gains. 
 
1.1 The Human Visual System as a Data Selection and 
Preprocessing System 
Translating visual information from the external world into data that can easily be 
processed, stored and recalled is the primary function of the HVS. In this sense, the HVS acts as a 
highly complex visual preprocessing system. To obtain visual information, the HVS receives light 
through the sensorial photoreceptors in the eye and converts this to neural information via 
electrical impulses. The eye performs a number of useful processes in addition to neural conversion 
via photoreceptor sample mapping, including focusing on objects and adjustments to contrast. 
Neural data is then transferred to the visual cortex of the brain for more advanced processing via 
the optic nerve. After the visual cortex extracts both local and global details from a scene, objects 
of interest are rapidly sorted using short-term and long-term memory, and the next target for data 
obtainment is chosen.  
 
 




 Converting external data from the world around us into information that can be utilized by 
the brain in real time requires highly specialized systems working together. For humans, the 
primary systems involved are the eye, optic nerve, visual cortex, and the memory storage 
components of the brain.  
 
1.1.1 The Eye 
 The human eye is structured to obtain visual information based on light, color and 
movement to provide the first preprocessing stage of the HVS. Its basic structure consists of the 
following major components: 
a. Cornea – Performs the function of an outer lens by focusing incoming light. 
b. Iris – Provides high-level control over incoming light by expanding and contracting. This 
performs contrast adjustment so that the eye can accept information in both extremely 
bright and dark scenarios. 
c. Lens – Focuses incoming light directly onto the retina and fovea for conversion to nerve 
signals. The lens can also adjust to change fields of vision. 
d. Retina – Converts light into nerve signals through a photosensitive skin and provides the 
main contrast enhancement functions of the eye. This is performed by different 
photoreceptors in the forms of rods and cones with rods allowing for vision in dark 
scenarios and cones enabling color vision at higher light levels. 
e. Fovea – Center of the retina and the area with the greatest density of photoreceptors. While 
only accounting for less than 10% of the visual field, it provides 50% of the information to 
the brain making it useful for close inspection of objects within scenes. The fovea only 




Figure 1-2: Components of the Human Eye [3] 
 
Working together, these components can be analogous to a camera and form the input to 
the neurological system that works to process information from visual stimuli while performing 
enhancement functions. 
 
1.1.2 The Retina and Optic Nerve 
 The optic nerve provides a path for nerve signals to be transmitted to the visual cortex. 
These nerve signals are produced by a combination of receptor, bipolar, and ganglia cells in the 
retina, performing a function that inhibits and excites electrical signals based on visual input from 
the eye and forcing these signals into a competitive network performing. This provides the basis 
for lateral subtractive inhibition [4]. By performing this function in the retina, visual information 
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is filtered such that edge information is enhanced while low-frequency spectral information is 
retained, providing a powerful means of extracting data. This also limits the data to be transmitted 
across the optic nerve [5]. 
 
1.1.3 The Visual Cortex  
 While low-level filtering, contrast sensitivity adjustment, and edge enhancement all occur 
before the neural information reaches the brain, the visual cortex is responsible for performing 
high-level processing to extract abstract concepts from images. An analogous comparison to the 
visual cortex’s function can also be seen in language. The meaning of a phrase can be drastically 
altered depending on accentuating a single word in a phrase. “I can’t go out tonight” has a different 
meaning than “I can’t go out tonight”. For each word accentuated, a unique meaning appears. 
Much like the subtle meanings in language, visual information can have a host of deeper meanings 
based on experiences relating to objects and scenes. A favorite toy or a childhood home forever 
changes the meaning of an object, even though the visual information remains the same. 
 The visual cortex is a subset of the cerebral cortex located in the occipital lobe, and is 
typically split into six visual areas V1 – V6. V1, known as the primary visual cortex, is the most 
thoroughly researched visual area and is responsible for receiving inputs from the optic nerve and 
thalamus, performing pattern recognition for both static and moving objects. Within V1 there are 
six functionally distinct neural layers, creating a recurrent feedback network to perform initial 
abstraction extraction for pattern recognition [6]. Research has shown that due to the feedback 
network, the primary visual cortex has unique responses based on the length of time since the input 
has been applied. After 40ms of stimulation, the V1 neurons respond to a relatively small set of 
stimuli within a scene. Between 100ms – 300ms neurons become more sensitive to a generalized 
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version of the scene as a result of feedback networks supplying additional context [7]. Thus it can 
be seen that fine details are processed before processing the scene as a whole. 
 The secondary visual cortex, also known as the prestriate cortex, takes the neural outputs 
from primary visual cortex and processes them further using a strong feedforward network, while 
simultaneously sending the more advanced processed data back to V1 using feedback connections. 
V2 is the first part of the visual association area and performs more complex pattern recognition 
and feature extraction processing especially with regard to orientation, spatial frequency, object 
shape, color and size [8].  
 The subsequent visual cortex areas V3 – V6 perform global motion, selective attention, 
integration of complex objects and selective orientation processing to accrue additional abstract 
layers of data [9][10]. Using all six visual cortex areas, the visual cortex transforms neural-visual 
information into data at physiological and psychological level to impart greater meaning onto an 
object. In computer software, neural network systems and especially convolutional neural 
networks are effective models for this type of transformation by their abilities in performing 
pattern recognition and feature extraction.  
 
1.1.4 Visual Memory and its Effect on Next Input 
 Visual memory identifies and stores object data as well while playing a vital role in 
determining the next visual space to obtain sensory data. This type of memory is typically split 
into short-term memory, which functions as active working memory, and long-term memory 
storage. Each of these types of memory perform their own comparisons of the data obtained from 
the visual cortex. Working memory is able to process relational criteria to identify objects. A good 
analogy for this process is a bridge. By defining a bridge as an object that connects two landmasses 
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together it can be determined that if an object performs this relational task, then there is a high 
probability that the object is indeed a bridge.  
 Unlike working memory, long-term memory describes objects by how closely they 
resemble known experiences and events. This presents a challenge since objects present a wide 
variation in shape and structure. Evidence has demonstrated that to compensate for this, long-term 
memory utilizes hierarchical associative memory with taxonomical categorization for a top-down 
approach to memory storage [11][12]. Using this structure, the system sorts objects into weighted 
traits to ensure accurate global reference. This is performed by the working memory assigning a 
decay rate to each context node of an object. Each time the node is accessed, the decay rate is 
reduced until it becomes small enough to warrant movement to long-term memory. At this point 
the context node is moved to permanent memory as a learned contextual association [13]. 
 
 
Figure 1-3: Data Sequence of Neural Inputs to Memory 
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 The interaction between working memory and long-term memory directly influences the 
next visual space from which the eye will obtain information. Through a number of studies, 
researchers have shown that working memory is essential to the attention model in determining 
what objects and areas within a local scene are of interest to a particular task [14][15][16]. 
Interestingly, this is biased by long-term memory associations to improve the recognition speed in 
the top-down hierarchical associative memory model [17].  
 
 
Figure 1-4: Example of Hierarchical Associative Memory Structure Where C1 contains Subsets 
C2 and C3, which in Turn Have Subset Structures 
 
Of note is that this long-term memory bias is task irrelevant and is a reflection of situations 
and experiences [18]. Thus the object recognition and object of interest tasks can be sped up, but 








1.2 Modeling the Human Visual System 
 By modeling the human visual system in software, processing gains that are evidenced in 
the biological system could be replicated. This involves the creation of a hybrid-sampled system 
to perform the combined functions of the fovea and the retina. Additionally, this system has to be 
invariant to spatial and rotational changes and take into account the contrast sensitivity and 
enhancement performed by the optic nerve. In this section, a method of modelling the hybrid-
sampled model of the fovea and retina is demonstrated. 
 
1.2.1 Non-Uniform Sampling and the Log-Polar Transform 
 To provide an accurate model of the human eye, the distribution of photoreceptors in the 
fovea and retina must be implemented. The foveal area of the eye has an extremely dense 
concentration of photoreceptors, thereby allowing it to be approximated as a uniformly sampled 
distribution. This is not the case for the retina. Photoreceptors in the retina have a dense 
concentration near the fovea but become sparser proportionally to the distance away from the 
fovea. This allows the human eye to have both a peripheral area, where details are blurry and 
information is reduced, as well as a center of gaze that has high resolution. Both the retinal and 
foveal photoreceptors are excited by light and sampled in accordance to the space variant 
photoreceptor density to allow for easier processing within the visual cortex. 
Modeling this distribution of receptor density, it is seen that the log-polar coordinate 
system is a close match of the photoreceptor sampling and distribution of the human eye in terms 
of distance from the fovea and rotation around the origin (foveal focus point) [19]. The basic 
transformation from a standard Cartesian coordinate system involves mapping the coordinates 
(x,y) to a conformal logarithmic system (u, v), where (u) represents the natural-log of the radius 
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(log(r)) and (v) corresponds to the angular information (θ). (r) and (θ) are obtained using the 
following equations. 
𝑟 = √𝑥2 + 𝑦2 (1.1) 




This allows for the coordinates (u,v) to be mapped as 




𝑣 = 𝜃 (1.4) 
 
Figure 1-5: Log Polar Distribution for Transforming Coordinates (x,y) to (u,v) [20] 
 
 To create this mapping from the uniformly-sampled Cartesian coordinates to the non-
uniform sampled log-polar system, a series of concentric circles are overlaid across an image. 
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These are arranged in rings, or radial distances, and wedges which correspond to the angle. Each 
circle then averages all of the pixels contained within it, mapping to a single pixel in log-polar 
space [5].  
 
 
Figure 1-6: Concentric Circle Pattern for Pixel Averaging in the Log-Polar Transform Function 
 
 When applying this transformation to a uniformly sampled image in the Cartesian plane, 
some properties become apparent. One of these is scale and rotation invariance as can be observed 
in Figure (1-8). In this situation a target in the Cartesian plane can be observed through its 
transformation. As the image is rotated through each ring, corresponding to a constant radius with 
varying angle in the Cartesian plane, the target’s circular rings are transformed into straight lines 
in the log-polar coordinate system. Likewise, straight lines with constant angle in a Cartesian 
coordinate system are translated into circular patterns in the log-polar coordinate system. This is a 





Figure 1-7: (a) Uniformly-Sampled Synthetic Image of a Target. (b) Non-Uniformly Sampled 
Log-Polar Transform of Synthetic Target Image (Fovea Removed). 
 
 Applied to an image of objects the Log-Polar transform further demonstrates its ability to 
dramatically reduce the amount of data in an image while retaining all important information. This 
presents improvements to a wide variety of processing tasks, especially when applied to machine 
vision applications, by reducing the amount of image area that must be processed. Figure 1-9 
demonstrates this with an overlaid mapping structure on a small image to show the mapping 






Figure 1-8: (a) Input Image Combined with Non-Uniform Mapping Model. (b) Mean Value 
Image of Size [NR, NW] Mapped to Log-Polar Coordinate Space. (c) Reverse 
Mapped Image [5]. 
 
 As demonstrated in the above figure, the mapping process works based on radial distance 
and angle from the origin. The mapping model overlays concentric circles, each of which averages 
all the pixels contained, and produces an output mapped in log-polar coordinate space. The process 
can then be reversed to return to uniformly-sampled space at the cost of the pixel detail that was 
averaged by the concentric circles. For many applications, the LPT produces a resultant image that 





Figure 1-9: (a) Original Image - Billion Dollar Gravy (b) Concentric Circle Pattern Overlaid on 
Billion Dollar Gravy Image. (c) Log-Polar Transform of Billion Dollar Gravy (Fovea 
Removed). 
 
1.2.2 Combination of Foveal and Retinal Photoreceptor Models: A Hybrid-Sampled System 
 While the retina provides a non-uniform sampling method for mapping to Log-Polar 
coordinates due to its spatially-variant photoreceptor density, the fovea can be seen as a near one-
to-one sampling due to its extremely large concentration of photosensors and optic nerve fibers. 
Due to this, the fovea represents less than 10% of the visual field as 50% of the mapped neural-
space, thus enabling the examination of objects in great detail and resolution [2]. 
Since the fovea can be approximated as a uniformly-sampled function, its combination 
with the retina to create the full mapped space results in a hybrid-sampled system. Thus a method 
for mapping the fovea to the Log-Polar coordinate system must be accomplished so as to create a 
consistent mapping for the entirety of the visual space.  
 In order to do so, the retinal area and the foveal area must each be mapped in such a way 
that each accounts for approximately half of the mapped space. This can be done by doubling the 
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size of the transform matrix, as based on the number of rings (r) and wedges (θ), and filling in the 
fovea accordingly. 
 For transforming uniformly-sampled images to their Log-Polar equivalents, this involves 
applying a circular mask and unrolling the pixels concentrically to create the mapped image. 
 
 
Figure 1-10: (a) Uniformly-Sampled Synthetic Image of a Target (b) Non-Uniformly Sampled 
Log-Polar Transform of Synthetic Target Image (Fovea Removed) (d) Uniformly-
Sampled Fovea of Synthetic Target Image (Retina Removed) (d) Combined Fovea 
and Retina Hybrid-Sampled Image of Synthetic Target 
 
 This hybrid-sampled system for the acquisition of visual information provides a number of 
benefits and often dictates where is the next point of interest for data to be obtained. Objects in the 
retinal periphery, seen as performing an object detection function, can be examined more closely 
by changing the gaze so that the object is re-centered to the fovea as a function of object 
recognition. Likewise, details such as edge information can be picked up by the retina without any 
need to actively examine the object. An example of this might be seen in a driving scenario. 
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Assuming a driver is focused on the road ahead of them, edge information and movement from 
the left or right side might indicate that a car is passing. Alternately, rapid unexpected movement 
in the periphery might warrant closer investigation so as to obtain a greater understanding of the 
situation.  
 
1.3 Lateral Subtractive Inhibition Model 
 The HVS employs photosensors which are split among rods and cones, two types of cells 
that are able to obtain information in both bright and dark situations by adjusting the contrast 
sensitivity of the eye. Cone cells, of which there are approximately six million in the retina, are 
adept at vision in daylight situations as they reduce the contrast so as to make objects easier to see. 
Rods, however, are most useful for visual activity in the dark and as such are more numerous; 
there are approximately 110 million rods in the retina. The combination of these two types of cells 
allows humans to see in a variety of scenarios. However, while there are so many rods and cones 
in the retina, there are only approximately 1 million nerve fibers connecting these cells to the optic 
nerve [21]. This would imply that there is some sort of coding and data reduction process 
happening. 
 In addition to rods and cones, several other cells allow the accumulation, combination and 
modification of input signals before transmission to the brain via the optic nerve. These include 
horizontal, amacrine, bipolar and ganglia cells. Receptor cells, comprised of rods and cones, pass 
information directly to bipolar cells which in turn accumulates information from several receptors. 
Horizontal cells are then used to connect bipolar cells together. Amacrine cells are used to connect 
bipolar cells with ganglia cells, allowing the ganglia cells to transmit information to the optic 
nerve. The resulting network of connection and the inhibitory effect of horizontal and amacrine 
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cells, as well as the excitatory effect of the receptor, bipolar and ganglia cells, enable useful 
neighborhood mechanisms especially for edge enhancement. 
Lateral Subtractive Inhibition (LSI) is a neighborhood function between all of these cells 
based on their inhibitory and excitatory behaviors, especially as light intensity changes across 
neighborhoods of photoreceptors. Due to the difference between the number of rods and cones and 
the number of nerve fibers, a competitive network is created that dictates how electrical 
information is transmitted to the optic nerve. For neighboring neurons that are transmitting similar 
light intensity information, little difference is observed. However, as light intensity changes across 
neighboring neural receptors it can be seen that the retinal cells with greater electrical signals steal 
from the cells with weaker signals [22]. 
 
 
Figure 1-11: Example of Neighborhood-Influenced Lateral Subtractive Inhibition [5] 
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 This results in a contrast detection and enhancement function between strong and weak 
neural outputs, allowing for the system to both perform natural edge enhancement as well as adjust 
the contrast to obtain more information in areas with a limited range in brightness [23]. This 
implements a form of data reduction in the visual information’s path to the visual cortex, and could 
provide a crucial component to the human visual attention model in identifying areas of interest 
for future data obtainment. 
 LSI is especially apparent when applied to the classic Mach Band figure [22]. In a Mach 
Band, light intensity is plotted as a black and white step function of increasing brightness from 
black to white. When LSI is applied the edges between intensity values are observed to “pop” out 
as the darker edge has some of its intensity information stolen by the brighter edge in its neuro-
receptor output. 
 
Figure 1-12: (a) Mach Band Figure of 10 Intensity Values (b) Mach Band Represented as a Step 





Figure 1-13: (a) Mach Band Figure of 10 Intensity Values with Lateral Subtractive Inhibition 
Applied (b) Mach Band Represented as a Step Function of Intensity Values After 
Lateral Subtractive Inhibition is Applied [5] 
 
1.4 Multi-Channel Spatial Filtering 
 LSI and multichannel spatial filtering are linked by their ability to pass visual input data 
through filters to adjust the contrast of data as it travels through the neural network to be processed 
by the brain [5]. Valois et al. demonstrated that the multichannel filtering process is caused by 
striate cells within the visual cortex, with many striate cells having different narrow receptivity 
bandwidths. Results from this demonstrate that the striate cells operate most closely to two-
dimensional spatial filters with multiple bandwidths. This provides inspiration for the theory of 
multichannel spatial filtering [24]. Later research demonstrated that this multichannel spatial 
filtration occurs earlier in the visual system at the Lateral Geniculate Nuclei (LGN) receptive fields 
[5][25][26]. Given the biological location where this filtration occurs, it is possible that the LGN 
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performs these filters to separate LSI frequency bands for individual processing within the visual 
cortex, though more neurological research is needed. Like LSI, this could be used in identifying 
areas of interest to obtain additional detailed information. 
 Studies have shown there to be five to seven of these frequency selective band pass filters 
present in the LGN, with filter bands overlapping to provide an envelope that performs the Contrast 
Sensitivity Function (CSF) [25][26]. The luminance ratio passing through the visual cortex is 
controlled by the CSF and allows the HVS to become tolerant of variations in location, orientation 
and noise [27]. Indeed, the CSF has been demonstrated to provide weighting and filtering in a 
variety of image processing applications and has proven useful even outside the biological model 
[28]. 
One model proposed by N. Radhi takes advantage of Difference of Gaussian (DoG) spatial 
filters to approximate the CSF. One key point worth noting, however, is that this model only uses 
three filters to create the envelope, presenting opportunity for improvements [5]. Fewer filters 
allow for computational ease and fast processing, but may create issues as the filtered data is used 
in deep learning structures and other later stage applications. Likewise, the current model uses 
filters that yield zero response at DC which runs counter to visual cortex responses [1][6]. By 
implementing a filter structure that takes advantage of more frequency selective band pass filters 
and accounts for filter values at DC, a more accurate multichannel spatial filter envelope can be 
created for use in a computational model of the HVS. 
By utilizing additional spatial frequency filters in parallel, a CSF envelope can be created 
that mimics the biological system and will give the most accurate results for use in later stage 
applications. We propose the utilization of six such filters based on the experimental data obtained 
by H. Wilson [25]. Additionally a number of research studies suggest that the inclusion of filter 
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Figure 1-14: Spatial Frequency Response Data Obtained by H. Wilson [25] 
 
Contrast is typically defined as a ratio of the luminance difference to the average luminance 
and takes the differences in luminance intensity of a scene into account. As a result, these proposed 





where L is the luminance and the max and min are taken based on the vertical position of a 
sinusoidal grating pattern, as demonstrated in Figure 1-15. To put this contrast in terms of a 
sensitivity, the reciprocal of the contrast threshold can be used where the contrast threshold is the 







While the contrast metric can vary depending on the psychophysical study and the types of 
visual data used, the threshold contrast used here is best suited for when the stimulus is a spatially 
periodic pattern such as sinusoidal gratings. The contrast threshold, and its subsequent CSF, is 
measured in Cycles per degree (Cpd) or the equivalent cycles per distance based on distance 
covered per degree in the visual field. 
 
 
Figure 1-15: (a) Low-Frequency Sinusoidal Gratings Used as System Stimuli (b) Mid-Frequency 
Sinusoidal Gratings as Input (c) High-Frequency Sinusoidal Gratings as Input [5] 
 
The receptive fields of the LGN can be modeled by a DoG function which acts as a spatial 
filter. Within the spatial domain, this is mathematically performed in two-dimensions by the 
following function: 














where 𝐴1and 𝐴2 are the filter weights, µ is the expected value of the probability density function 
for intensity and 𝜎2is the variance of intensity [5]. In MATLAB this DoG function can be used to 
create a filter in the following manner: 
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𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣2(𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑥, 𝑦), 𝐷𝑂𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦)) (1.8) 
which then in turn gives a filtered output image more reflective of the view that is seen at the visual 
cortex. Alternately, the frequency response of the DoG filter can be obtained and multiplied with 
the Fourier transform of the image to produce the same results. 
These filters are designed so that they retain relevant DC values in the low pass filters, 
allowing for greater low-frequency information to be passed through the visual cortex model as 
well as providing a component of the HVS model that is more closely related to the biological 
system than any such model thus far. The frequency response and CSF of these filters can be 
observed in Figure 1-16. 
 
 
Figure 1-16: Six One-Dimensional DoG Spatial Filters and CSF Envelope Based on Data 
Obtained by H.R. Wilson 
 
Given that the six spatial frequency tuned filters are designed and parameterized based on 
data obtained from human subjects by H. Wilson, these additional filters offer notable 
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improvements. Having a greater number of narrowly tuned spatial band pass filters allow the 
system to be able to differentiate and detect objects more clearly, especially when objects are 
obscured. This is due to the fact that low-pass filters provide a means of noise reduction and 
enables identification of objects by general shape. High-pass filters provide edge enhancement and 
identify the finer details of an object. By allowing these components to be separable by filtration, 
the HVS is able to focus on objects even when obscured by small particles. The applications of 
this become apparent when looking at modern technological trends. By being able to better retain 
low and mid frequency information, image processing by computational neural networks can be 
improved. This could lead to autonomous vehicles better able to recognize roadways and traffic 
signs during snowfall, for example. 
 
 





Figure 1-18: (a) Low-Frequency Image Produced by DoG1 (b) Low-Frequency Image Produced 
by DoG2 (c) Mid-Frequency Image Produced by DoG3 
 
 
Figure 1-19: (a) Mid-Frequency Image Produced by DoG4 (b) High-Frequency Image Produced 
by DoG5 (c) High-Frequency Image Produced by DoG6 
 
 As can be observed, utilizing six filters, as shown in Figure 1-16, the system becomes more 
selective and yields a CSF that more closely resembles the true HVS envelope than that of the 
previous CSF model developed by N. Radhi. The details of this can be seen in the above filtered 
images and attest to the precision of the HVS’s multichannel filters. Use of this multispatial 
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frequency filtration system allows for improvements in feature extraction and pattern recognition 

























Generalization and Improvements to the 
Human Visual System Model 
 
 For a thorough comparison between our computational HVS model versus existing 
preprocessing techniques in neural network systems, numerous improvements to the HVS model 
have been implemented. This computational model utilizes a LPT non-uniform sampling method 
together with LSI to perform edge enhancement. This chapter discusses improvements to these 
algorithms and their impacts while also developing new algorithms to provide a more robust 
model. Improvements primarily focus on the enhancement of the HVS model’s functionality and 
overall performance. Five particular areas were highlighted for improvement. These include: 
1. Data Preprocessing and applications 
2. HVS function 
3. HVS performance 
4. Batch Processing 
5. Code architecture and usability 
 By enhancing the system in the above areas, we can better measure the robustness of the 
HVS model when we apply it to a machine vision task. Ultimately, these improvements serve as a 
means of comparing against advanced modern preprocessing techniques in terms of training 
speeds and detection accuracy. A secondary goal of these improvements is to improve accessibility 
for future researchers in image processing by creating a code architecture that automates many 
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needed processes such as database conversions from uniformly-sampled images to non-uniform 
LPT versions.  
  
2.1 Data Preprocessing 
2.1.1 Database Selection and Application: The Belgian Road Database [29] 
 In order to test whether the HVS model will see improvements versus a uniform image 
mapping model when applied to neural networks, an appropriate machine vision application must 
be chosen. With autonomous driving rapidly becoming one of the most popular applications of 
machine vision, roadway identification can be seen as an adequate application to compare these 
two systems. 
 For this work, a convolutional neural network system (detailed in Chapter 3) will be trained 
with images taken from the Belgian Road Database. This database contains tens of thousands of 
road images gathered by mounting high-resolution cameras onto a vehicle and driving through a 
wide range of situations and scenes [29]. By selecting images and training a machine vision system 
to detect roads, the advantages and disadvantages of different preprocessing methods can be 
analyzed with accuracy and processing speed being key metrics. 
 For accuracy, a machine vision system should be able to properly identify the road and its 
boundaries, as well as any objects that are in the way of the road, as compared to a previously 
labeled set of images. If a system is unable to do this and misidentifies the location of the road 
within an image, then the preprocessing method must be combined with other preprocessing 
techniques or is not robust enough to be useful. Likewise, the speed with which a system is trained 
to recognize and recall elements within a scene for identification is crucial. The training of neural 
network systems can take a computationally exhaustive amount of time and resources depending 
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on the amount of data involved as well as the sizes of images used. It is therefore imperative that 
the system is trained in an efficient manner. Ultimately, the combination of accuracy and speed is 
crucial to the creation of a strong neural network system, and depends largely on the preprocessing 
of images used for training. This concept is elaborated in detail in Chapter 3. 
 
2.1.2 Image Uniformity 
 To convert uniformly-sampled images into the non-uniform LPT domain, the images must 
be standardized to provide consistent results. The LPT conversion method applies a concentric 
circle pattern for pixel averaging given a number of rings (radius levels) and wedges (angles). As 
the concentric circle pattern is not oblong in nature, it is vital that all input images to the conversion 
algorithm be square. To ensure this happens with any data set, automatic cropping has been 
introduced to the LPT conversion algorithm. Height and length of the input image is compared to 
determine which is longer, at which point the dimension of greatest size is cropped from the center 
so that the two dimensions are of equal length. 






Figure 2-1: (a) Original Input Image of Size [1236, 1628] (b) Cropped Input Image of Size 
[1236, 1236] 
 
2.1.3 Automation of Non-Uniform Conversion for Batch Processing 
 When converting large databases into LPT images, batch processing becomes key. In batch 
processing, images are processed one after the other and saved to a given folder destination. This 
enables mass conversion of entire databases to usable image data, where the algorithm can perform 
this process continuously without human intervention. In this work, all conversion algorithms have 
been modified to perform batch operations. This includes the LPT algorithm as well as the reverse-
LPT and LSI modules. Using these upgraded algorithms it is possible for future researchers to 





Figure 2-2: Batch Processing Enabled LPT Operation 
 
2.2 Additions to the HVS Model’s Functions 
2.2.1 Implementation of Color Space 
 In advertising, eye-popping colors are often used to grab a person’s attention in ways that 
black and white images are unable to do. This is because the ability of the HVS to detect and 
process color-space is a key object identification tool central to the human attention model that 
chooses where in a scene to focus upon [30]. The additional metric of color space enables the HVS 
to identify objects with greater clarity. A red or green apple might look appetizing, but if an apple 
was blue you might think twice about eating it.  
 To more accurately model the biological HVS, all algorithms have been updated to process 
color in RGB space. This causes the computational model to take longer in its tasks than if it only 
processes black and white images since our original images of size [1236, 1236] have been 
increased in size to [1236, 1236, 3], although these three channels can be operated on in parallel. 
Each element of the third dimension corresponds to red, green or blue color space. Despite the 
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speed detriment, the ability of neural network systems to train and identify based on colored 
datasets is crucial for accurate results. 
 
 
Figure 2-3: (a) LPT Grayscale Result from Original Code (b) LPT RGB Result from Modified 
Code 
 
 By including color in our HVS model, neural networks are able to use this information to 
better train and recognize areas within a scene. For our application, differences between roadways 
and grass, as well as obstacles within the road, will be more easily recognized with color LPT 
images than their greyscale counterparts. This, of course, is due to the fact that we are now able to 
define color features. Additionally, this increases the dimensionality of the feature vectors that 
must be handled by the neural system. 
 
2.2.2 Uniformly-Sampled Fovea Model 
Human visual periphery information is vital to processing visual data and making 
decisions. However, the periphery is only one part of the field of vision that humans utilize. Should 
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a person see something unexpected in their periphery, they will likely turn their head to obtain 
detailed information about what is happening. This is because the periphery does not usually 
provide enough information to make decisions, whether these decisions are avoiding obstacles 
while driving or catching a baseball. Instead, humans obtain more information by changing their 
center of gaze so that the eye’s fovea can capture information about the scene. 
The fovea contains the most dense photoreceptor concentration of any area in the eye, 
accounting for approximately 50% of the visual information transmitted to the brain [2]. While the 
HVS utilizes non-uniform sampling due to the changing density of photoreceptors towards the 
periphery of the eye, it also performs near-uniform sampling within the fovea. Modeling this, the 
fovea can be approximated as a uniformly sampled system. 
In our HVS model, the fovea is included in the existing non-uniformly sampled conversion 
algorithm to obtain a truly hybrid-sampled system. This is done by taking a square of the original 
image centered at the origin with length equal to the diameter of the fovea. A circular mask is then 
applied to this square to crop it into circular data and prevent overlap with the non-uniformly 
sampled periphery. The circular fovea is converted to the log-polar coordinate system by uniformly 
averaging pixels along each radial angle, θ. This allows for the center of the gaze to hold high 





Figure 2-4: (a) Input Image (b) Concentric Circles Overlaid on Input Image (c) LPT Converted 
Image without Fovea (d) High Resolution Fovea in Log-Polar Coordinates 
 
2.3 Code Optimization and Processing Improvements 
Custom sensor hardware is needed to truly replicate the human eye’s natural abilities and 
has been demonstrated to yield significant results [31][32]. However the cost and inaccessibility 
of such hardware presents challenges to researchers attempting to replicate the HVS for computer 
vision applications. In order to create a model that can be used for application research without 
custom hardware, the conversion algorithms for uniformly sampled to non-uniformly sampled 
images have been greatly optimized for performance. This was done with the goal of converting 
multiple image databases, which takes a great amount of computational resources and time, for 
use in experiments and applications. An additional goal was to enhance the abilities of the code 
itself to perform for machine vision applications with the addition of color-space and the foveal 
model as discussed earlier.  
To accomplish the desired improvements in performance and usability, we completed 
significant restructuring of the algorithms so that all aspects of the HVS model and subsequent 
neural network system could be run from a single program. Functions are called to perform specific 
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tasks as needed while individual modules were optimized to significantly decrease processing 
time. This led to a reduction in tasks that had previously taken days into just a few hours. The 
model optimizations also enabled the code to be easily analyzed and understood by researchers 
and provided practical functions for the future of exploratory machine vision research. 
 
2.3.1 Hierarchical Architecture 
The ability to cut and paste functions into a hierarchical form ensures the usability and 
customizability of HVS models for both research and application. This presents great value when 
automating the task of converting a database of uniformly sampled images to a non-uniform log-
polar structure. At the same time parameter errors are prevented across all functions within a 
hierarchical structure by sharing parameters from a common upper level module. An example of 
this is the ability for the conversion algorithm to be easily referenced as a function. By allowing a 
structure at a higher hierarchy to control the number of rings log⁡(𝑟) and wedges θ, the resolution 
and output size of the converted image can be manipulated and controlled.  
 We have separated the functions within the HVS and neural network systems and created 
a single control module that sets common parameters across all necessary functions. This 
workflow is demonstrated in the following figure, where functions can be added or removed 




Figure 2-5: Modular Code Structure with Customizable Functions 
 
 Should a specific set of data have already been obtained, such as the LPT images converted 
from a database, the conversion function can be removed from the control module. Likewise, 
additional functions can be added into this control module should future researchers wish to 
explore different aspects of machine vision applications using HVS. This type of environment 
encourages researchers to build their own functions on top of ours, such as combinations of current 
machine vision techniques in preprocessing with the HVS model. 
 
2.3.2 Separation of Data into Multiple Gaze Points 
 As humans obtain visual information from their surroundings, they are constantly moving 
their eyes to focus on specific pieces of data within a scene. In doing so, detailed observations are 
obtained as the foveal area processes information from the center of the gaze to provide crucial 
data for understanding a scene [33]. To replicate this function, we separate large scenes into 
multiple areas for multiple gaze points to be examined. In the application of roadway detection, 
this allows our model to better examine objects that might obstruct the road, such as cars and 
pedestrians. While this work focuses on a single gaze from our multiple gaze point system, we 
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create this system for other researchers to use in developing our model further and to aid in the 
development and analysis of a visual attention model that dynamically alters the gaze point within 
a scene. 
 To perform the multiple gaze point separation, we begin with large roadway scenes that 
are [1236, 1236] in size, as obtained from the Belgian Road Database [29].  
 
 
Figure 2-6: Original Input Image of Size [1236, 1236] 
 
The original images are split into nine equally sized images so that each smaller gaze 
point can be examined with greater resolution when put through the LPT conversion algorithm. 
After applying the conversion into log-polar space, the resolution of these images can be 


















Figure 2-9: Series of Reverse-LPT Multiple Gaze Points of Size [371, 371] 
 
We can compare this method to a single gaze point without segmentation. In doing so, we 
demonstrate that the separation of gaze points can provide a number of benefits. Segmented images 
converted to LPT space perform the function of HVS gaze points in obtaining high-resolution 
details from large fields of vision. This enables faster processing and training speeds, greater detail 







Figure 2-10: (a) Input Image of Size [1236, 1236] (b) Concentric Circles Overlaid on Input 
Image (c) LPT Converted Image without Fovea (d) Reverse-LPT of Size [1236, 
1236] 
 
2.3.3 Code Optimization for Processing Speed Improvements 
Since the non-uniform LPT conversion algorithm would be applied to entire databases of 
images, it was crucial that the algorithm is as efficient as possible. The original version of this 
algorithm when run on a high performance PC in MATLAB would take 61 minutes to process a 
1024x1024 image. Applying this to a database with 1,000 images, it would take over 42 days to 
complete the conversion process. While custom photosensor array hardware can process in near 
real-time, it remains extremely expensive and impractical for current exploratory research [32]. 
As a result, the algorithm needed significant improvements so that databases could be converted 
with limited resources, allowing LPT applications to be tested. By performing the code 
optimizations highlighted in this section, we were able to increase processing speeds by a factor 
of 7.81 for 2048x2048 images. Even more impressive, we were able to obtain a maximum speed 
factor increase of 10.97 for 128x128 images. This reduced the time it took for our high 
performance PC to process 1024x1024 images to just 7.68 minutes per image, thus allowing entire 
databases to be converted in a significantly shorter time. 
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To improve the performance of the non-uniform LPT algorithm the following steps were 
taken. Many of these improvements relied on optimization for MATLAB environments.  
1. Preallocation of variables 
2. Removal of multi-nested for-loops 
3. Replacement of loops with matrix operations 
4. Removal of all non-essential operations 
 
By preallocating variables, processes affecting that variable can be done faster. This is 
because when variables do not use preallocation they must process instructions to increase the 
variable’s matrix size each time data is written to them. By preallocating the variable size, data is 
only written or altered at an existing matrix cell, removing the additional operations of resizing the 
matrix. This speeds up functions especially when the matrix sizes are large. 
The MATLAB software suite is particularly adept at vector and matrix manipulation; loops 
take a significantly greater amount of resources while matrices can be accessed and modified 
quickly. Often these two code structures can be written equivalently. By using vector and matrix 
operations instead of loops we are able to improve performance while ensuring that underlying 
functions remain the same. In the uniform to non-uniform sampling conversion algorithms, which 
had previously been coded using almost exclusively nested for-loops, loops were replaced by 
matrix operations so that entire structures could be processed at once in contrast to a pixel-by-pixel 
processing method. In this way we can remove multi-nested for-loops and operate solely on entire 




Figure 2-11: Processing Time Comparison of Original versus Optimized LPT Conversion 
Algorithm 
 
 Lastly, a number of non-essential operations were removed from the conversion algorithm 
to produce a streamlined version. These non-essential operations included cross-section profile 
calculations, 3D surface plots of an input image’s spectral data, as well as spectral data produced 
from the converted images. In essence, these processes could be used to test the algorithm’s results, 







2.3.4 Commenting and Accessibility 
For all algorithms, including the conversion algorithms, LSI model and deep learning 
network, significant commenting on the code functions and structures has been added to improve 
accessibility for researchers interested in modifying and using this code in their work. This serves 
to make the novel programs and ideas easy to understand. Additionally, all functions used in this 
work are included in a compressed .zip format file. In improving this accessibility, we hope that 
researchers will take advantage of the groundbreaking research performed to advance 



















Neural Networks for Machine Vision 
 
 Artificial intelligence, and by association neural networks, have been responsible for some 
of the most astounding achievements in the modern era. From computers that can beat worldwide 
grand champions in popular games such as chess and Go to machines that develop their own 
artwork, advances in software and neural networks have allowed machines to conquer realms that 
had previously been unimaginable [34][35][36]. While global subjugation by machines is still 
reserved for science fiction, the growing field of machine learning, a term often used to describe a 
neural network system constrained within a specific task, has led to a dramatic increase in areas 
where these systems can replace their human counterparts and perform tasks equivalently or with 
greater productivity. Indeed, few occupational areas are unaffected, with an estimated 47% of all 
jobs in the United States at high risk of being replaced with the advancement of machine vision 
and machine recognition [37].  
 Putting the global economic ramifications aside, it is clear that neural network systems are 
a powerful emerging technology, both in society and as applied to this research. Within neural 
networks a variety of system structures exist for a computer to learn patterns for applications as 
diverse as stock exchange trading, facial recognition, cancer cell identification, adaptive audio 
equalization, and data analysis [38][39].  What makes these systems so powerful at such a wide 
range of applications is its simplified model of the neural connections in the human brain and its 
ability to induce fuzzy logic, where states are defined by grey relationships as opposed to binary 
logic. By changing from binary results to data where a definition is not so clear, neural networks 
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perform a fundamentally human task of making decisions from abstract data. What is not so clear 
is that given the vast ability of the human system to “evolve”, can we make these neural systems 
accomplish the same plasticity as their human counterparts possess? The answer to this question 
remains elusive. 
 
3.1 Neural Networks and Fuzzy Theory 
3.1.1 Fuzzy Systems 
Fuzzy theory comprises the fundamental core of neural network structures due to its 
description of a world with loosely defined sets and structures. Humans are able to perform tasks 
and functions when the task itself is shrouded in imprecise and undefined attributes. An example 
of this is seen in defining a thick book. If one page is removed from the book, is it still thick? What 
about two pages? At what point have enough pages been removed to say the book is no longer 
thick? Moving between two bounded definitions, we exist in a state of uncertainty where the 
definitions of “thick” and “thin” are fluid. Likewise, what if we add pictures to the book? How 
many pictures would need to be added to transform a novel to something different? We define 
these fluid definitions as being fuzzy in that the boundaries between two states are uncertain and 
can vary [40]. 
In mathematics, fuzzy theory relates to the theories with multivalence, as based originally 
from the Heisenberg position-momentum uncertainty principle [41]. This evolved into fuzzy logic, 
in which binary logic serves only as the extrema of a set, with a wide range of values in between 
as indeterminate elements. 
𝑆(𝐴, 𝐵) = 𝐷𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒(𝐴 ⊂ 𝐵) (3.1) 
0 < 𝑆(𝐴, 𝐵) < 1 (3.2) 
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Defined by subsets, fuzzy theory can be used to provide mathematics for ambiguity created 
by incompleteness, homonymy, randomness, imprecision or ambiguous semantics [40]. 
Mathematics can then be applied to a computational system in order to perform operations, 
creating a framework of order based on ambiguous data. This is evidenced most often in terms of 
conditional probability where the odds of an action occurring are directly based on the chances of 





Neural networks utilize fuzzy theory to determine the probabilities that an object or area 
are of a certain set of classes. It does this by computing the probability that an object is in one class 
relative to the probability of all other classes, much as the above function states with the probability 
of B given A. 
 
3.1.2 Neural Network Structures 
Neural networks can be seen as the application of fuzzy theory in the human brain. By 
connecting neurons together using weighted synaptic pathways, computational neural network 
systems loosely mimic the human brain [43]. Neurons are defined as highly interconnected 
elements in which the connections between neurons or neural layers determine the functions of the 
entire network. This massive interconnection is key, as is the constant forming of new connections 
and breaking of old ones that occurs in the human brain for learning new information. These 
connections are continually strengthened and weakened to enable the refinement of functions. In 
this biological model, neurons have three main components. The cell body performs the 
mathematical voltage adjustments similar to summing and thresholding. The dendrites attached to 
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the cell body are nerve fibers that act as a receptive network for electrical signals, while axons are 
long nerve fibers that connect the receiving dendrites to the transmitting synapses.  
 
 
Figure 3-1: Biological Representation of Neurons [43] 
 
 The computational neural network holds many similarities to the biological neural structure 
but is simplified in structure. This is because each neuron in the human brain has nearly 10,000 
connections, with the brain containing approximately 10^11 neurons total to create a massive 
parallel system [44]. For artificial intelligence applications only a fraction of this complexity is 






Figure 3-2: Fully Connected Layered Neural Network Structure [45] 
 
3.2 Convolutional Neural Networks for Machine Vision 
3.2.1 Overview of Convolutional Neural Networks 
Nearly all modern machine vision systems currently utilize a specific form of feed-forward 
neural networks known as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). The reason for this is due to 
CNNs’ unique ability to adjust filter values automatically and to obtain optimal pattern recognition 
training and recall with minimal preprocessing, given inputs that have grid-like topologies [46]. 
Generally, CNNs have a similar structure to most neural network systems. The key difference is 
that CNNs replace matrix multiplication operations with convolution kernels. 
Convolution is a weighted average over time in which the most recently obtained data has 
higher weighting than previously obtained values in most circumstances. This provides the central 
function that transforms data and adjusts weighting vectors to recognize patterns. In image 
processing, two-dimensional convolutional kernels also produce responses that act as spatial 
filters. This enables networks to view patterns that are not apparent to other types of neural 
networks by examining the spectral frequencies of an image. 
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 An example of the benefit of CNNs is evidenced in handwriting analysis. In order to learn 
the various forms of written characters, CNN weight vectors are able to learn and represent strokes 
of a pen to better understand the mechanics behind each letter [47]. Because of this, these types of 
networks are also known as deep learning systems from their ability to extract patterns and details 
at a higher level of representation than typical neural networks. 
Convolutional neural networks are used specifically for image data due to the nature of 
their construction, presenting notable advantages over other methods of machine learning as a 
result of sparse interactions, parameter sharing, equivariant representations and the fact that CNNs 
can work with inputs of varying sizes [46]. 
By replacing matrix multiplication functions with convolutional kernels, the kernel 
becomes much smaller in size than the input image, allowing for regions of pixels to yield features 
of significance and store fewer parameters. This is commonly known as sparse interactions, which 
significantly improves memory efficiency and allows for more heavily refined statistical data. 
These improvements result in massive performance improvements as a result of running fewer 
operations to obtain data of similar significance. Elements of the weight matrix now have 
connections that are restricted to their neighborhoods, the size of which is defined by the 
convolution kernel size. This stands juxtaposed against typical neural networks which have weight 





Figure 3-3: Neural Network Structure with Sparse Interactions 
 
In order to eliminate this global interconnectivity, CNNs utilize parameter sharing in which 
multiple elements use the same weights, causing the weight to be updated across multiple elements 
simultaneously. Translational equivariance stems from this weight configuration and results in a 
system where the changes to inputs are reflected in observable changes to the outputs. The 
combination of all these properties allows CNNs to identify localized traits within an image with 
greater efficiency and ability. One additional benefit of CNN’s is that they can handle input images 
of varying sizes because the convolution kernel is significantly smaller than the inputs. Standard 










3.2.2 Network Layers of Convolutional Neural Networks 
CNNs are series of layers that combine to perform the essential training and recall functions 




Figure 3-4: Components of a Convolutional Neural Network Layer 
 
The first component is a convolution stage that performs several convolution operations in 
parallel to produce a set of linear activations. The benefit of using the affine trait in the 
convolutional stage is that this stage preserves straight and parallel lines, planes, and individual 
points. In other words, the affine transformation allows the system to be largely invariant to 
changes in translation, scale and rotation. This is fed to the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), which 
operates as a detector stage within the CNN layer. Each linear activation obtained from the 
convolution stage is run through this nonlinear activation function, with its output as a positive 
value if the neuron is active, or zero if it is inactive. One benefit to the ReLU is that it can be 
calculated rapidly and shows significant gains in CNN training [49]. 
Lastly, the pooling function replaces network outputs with a statistical summary of nearby 
outputs to greatly increase statistical efficiency of the system. Multiple pooling methods exist to 
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perform specific functions, but all produce neighborhood specific results. Common pooling 
methods include max pooling, weighted average based on distance from center, L2 norm of a 
rectangular neighborhood, and the normalized exponential (softmax) function [46][49]. 
 Often in real CNN systems, interconnected layers are combined with other elements in 
order to form encoder and decoder structures. In doing so, an additional component is added in 
order to increase the speed of training. This involves using pooling and unpooling components to 
downsample input data for large convolutional layers, and then upsample this data later in the 
network for layers involving fewer convolution computations, thus speeding up the training 
process. In our CNN for LPT input images we have chosen to not include any downsampling and 
upsampling components, as the HVS model acts as an effective downsampling method already 
and thus images have no need to be made smaller for training. 
 Our CNN utilizes three convolutional layers containing 64 convolutions of size 3x3x3 and 
stride [1 1], combined with batch normalization after each convolution and a ReLU layer to 
complete the CNN structure as shown in Figure 3-5. By using a stride of this length, all 
convolutional operations are performed where a larger stride would perform convolution 
calculations in a more sparse manner by skipping every other calculation if the stride was [2 2], 
for example. This network has four CNN layers, with the first three being identical. The final CNN 
layer reduces its number of convolution computations and performs a pooling operation based on 
the softmax function. The output is then obtained and a loss function calculated using the cross-





Figure 3-5: Layers of the Deep Learning Model for Roadway Detection 
 
3.3 Design and Training 
 Due to their sparse interactions, CNNs can be designed in a variety of ways simply by 
changing a few elements. Between adjusting layers and changing parameters, a network can 
perform a task with differing levels of optimization and speed. Certain algorithms in a layer can 
make the key difference between a system that only learns its training data and one that can apply 
its fully trained network weights to successfully classify new data. As such, it is important to 
choose layers and optimization algorithms so that a CNN can be applied to a broad range of input 




3.3.1 Supervised, Unsupervised, and Reinforcement Learning Methods 
 Among the most powerful options given to a CNN designer is the type of training method 
their system will utilize. When a CNN is trained, a sequence of images iterates through each layer 
to adjust the system’s weights. Once it reaches the end of the image sequence, it repeats to refine 
these weight values. The process continues until the system reaches some criteria that tells it to 
stop training. This is dictated by the type of training method used as well as the metric used to 
reach those criteria. Three overarching training methods exist to describe how the CNN will learn 
essential features in an image set: supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement.  
In supervised learning, the CNN is presented with a paired set of data, (p, t), where p is the 
raw dataset presented to the system and t is the target data that contains the correct output response 
expected from the network [43]. Since target data is a set of explicitly defined results, this data can 
often be expensive to build as it often compiles data obtained by humans. This often limits the 
amount of training data that can be used. The weights and biases of the system are adjusted 
continually to produce results that match the target data. Once the system has been properly 
trained, the network weights will not change and any new input images will be classified according 
to these weights. Many machine-learning applications dictate a predictable and consistent outcome 
and thus most systems utilize supervised learning in some form. 
Unsupervised learning modifies the network weights only in response to the system inputs. 
While this eliminates the possibility of validation, it allows the system to classify input patterns 
into a number of classes. This form of learning is created using competitive networks and can be 
applied to problems involving clustering. Of note is the fact that this method requires no target 




Lastly, a reinforcement learning method accepts inputs to the system but varies in how 
outputs are handled. Instead of validating outputs against a target set as in a supervised learning 
scheme, the network is given a performance score. The network uses this score to alter the weights 
in an attempt to improve its score. While not as popular as supervised or unsupervised learning, 
reinforcement learning has proven useful for control system applications [50]. 
 
3.3.2 Network Parameter Optimization 
The network parameter optimization methods are crucial in determining how a network 
adjusts its weights and parameters in order to produce the desired response to an input. In 
supervised learning, weights are adjusted based on an optimization strategy. This strategy plays a 
key role in analyzing the error function, a mathematical formula that takes into account the 
network’s parameters over time, to determine which direction weights should be adjusted, with the 
ultimate goal of minimizing the loss. The error function can be thought of as a topological map of 
the system loss, which is subsequently known as the error surface. The optimization strategy 





Figure 3-6: Example of a Topological Error Surface with Gradient Descent Algorithm [51] 
 
Optimization strategies are divided into first order and second order classes whether it 
utilizes a single partial derivative or second order partial derivatives. First order systems are most 
commonly used in CNN structures because they are computationally cheap. First order strategies 
utilize a system known as Gradient Descent (GD), alternately known as steepest gradient descent, 
which measures whether error is increasing or decreasing along the error surface [52]. One 
problem with GD is that it can lead to convergence at a local minimum instead of the global 
minimum because the gradient maneuvers the system parameters to a trough in the error surface 
that it cannot escape. 
Variations on GD exist to improve this strategy including Stochastic Gradient Descent 
(SGD). SGD is often used in problems where the error surface has many local minima [53]. To 
avoid converging to these points, SGD splits the training data into minibatches. The resultant 
gradient calculation is noisier, allowing it to pull away from local minima and find the global 
minimum solution. An added benefit to using mini-batches is that data can be vectorized 
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efficiently, whereas large datasets in GD cannot. This results in faster computation of gradients, 
allowing for more iterations of SGD to run to give better parameters. 
Second order optimization strategies use a Hessian matrix to compute the second order 
derivatives of the error surface. This results in a quadratic surface that can use the curvature of the 
error surface to determine the best route to convergence whereas the first order system neglects 
the surface curvature and is more prone to converging to local minima instead of the global minima 
solution [46]. The disadvantage of a second order system is in processing speed as each element 
of the Hessian matrix is a second order partial derivative that must be calculated. For these reasons, 
first order systems are used more often than second order ones as they converge rapidly and are 
computationally simple.  
 
3.3.3 Early Stopping 
In discussing local and global minima on a topological error surface, it is important to 
highlight that while an optimum solution is seen at the global minimum, the likelihood of a local 
minimum trap increases as a function of the dimensionality of feature space. Once a network has 
reached its error surface global minimum, the network can be considered properly trained. Given 
that training any neural network system is computationally expensive, once a solution has been 
reached there is no need to continue computing gradients. Likewise, in situations where there are 
vast quantities of data and the system has reached an acceptable threshold for performance, it is 
useful to cease training. Early stopping algorithms play a crucial role in determining when the 
system has been properly trained. Most importantly, it also prevents errors that occur when the 
system becomes so highly refined for the training data that it is unable to generalize when unknown 
data is applied to it. 
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These types of errors are a result of a process known as overfitting. As a supervised neural 
network system is trained, it regularly compares its parameters against its target set and adjusts 
weights and biases according to the loss presented. However, the true goal of training a network 
is to create a generalized solution that can give accurate results for previously untested data. When 
the training data fits the neural network parameters too well, the system is not able to perform this 
key function. If the training set loss decreases but the validation set loss increases, an early stopping 
algorithm can recognize that the system is on the path to overfitting and stop training the network. 
 
 
Figure 3-7: (a) Example of a Function Approximation Network with Good Generalization (b) 
Example of a Function Approximation Network with Overfitting [43] 
 
3.3.4 Labeling and Semantic Segmentation 
 As mentioned in Chapter 3.3.1, the establishment of a target set is crucial to training the 
network. For image data, the set can be labeled in two distinct ways. One approach is to use Region 
of Interest (RoI) labeling with bounding boxes, which is used to describe large areas of an image 
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as a class. RoI labels have the advantage of being quick to create and are effective when using 
large training sets, but use boundaries that can be imprecise.  
 
 
Figure 3-8: LPT Road Data with RoI Bounding Box Labels 
 
Pixel-wise labeling, also known as semantic segmentation, offers extremely precise 
labeling especially at boundaries where one class meets another. This precision comes at a cost, as 
each pixel must be manually labeled. This provides benefits for smaller training sets where the 




Figure 3-9: LPT Road Data with Pixel-Wise Labeling for Semantic Segmentation 
 
 In this work, labeling uniformly-sampled images and converting the labels to non-uniform 
LPT space would not be appropriate. This would cause labeled pixels to be averaged together and 
create areas of uncertainty to the network, especially at the outer reaches of the periphery. As a 
result, labels were created either in uniform or non-uniform space, with no conversion of labeled 
data between the two datasets. Semantic segmentation was used for improved accuracy among the 
smaller datasets. To label each image, the MATLAB tool imageLabeler was used, which gives an 
environment for labeling images with defined classes. Our images only require two classes since 
the true goal of this thesis is to compare the HVS model to uniformly-sampled images when 
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applied to a CNN. The classes refer to the areas of each image that contain road and are labeled as 
such, and the portions of each image that do not contain roadway, labeled Background.  
 
3.4 Optimization and Classification 
3.4.1 Regularization 
As mentioned previously, a substantial problem that neural networks encounter is 
overfitting. This occurs when the trained network matches the training data too closely and is 
unable to identify classes when presented with new data. To overcome this obstacle, early stopping 
is frequently used in conjunction with a regularization strategy. Regularization adds a hyper-
parameter to the learning algorithm that penalizes weight values that increase network complexity. 
This improves the system’s ability to generalize while reducing overfitting [46]. Early stopping, 
in which the system monitors the training loss and the generalization loss for training optimization, 
acts as a form of regularization. However, it is beneficial to use a dedicated regularization method 
in addition to early stopping to maximize generalization of the network. In this work, we touch 
upon a few of the most common regularization algorithms: L2 regularization, Bayesian 
regularization, and noise injection. Each algorithm, with the exception of noise injection, adds a 
penalty term to the learning function to reduce network complexity and prevent the network from 
fitting to outlier data.  
In order to discuss regularization algorithms it is crucial to touch upon the error index used 
in training neural networks. For many applications, this is the Sum Squared Error (SSE) on the 
training set for each training iteration. 








In the above equation, 𝑡𝑞 refers to the target data while 𝑎𝑞is the result produced by the 
network [43]. As can be observed this performance metric only measures the accuracy on the 
training data and is prone to overfitting. This is where regularization algorithms can be added. 
L2 regularization, also referred to as Tikhonov regularization, adds a penalty term to 
equation 3.4 to cause the resulting function to be smooth while also controlling the complexity of 
the network. This method of regularization can be seen to cause a weight decay function, as weight 
changes are determined based on the magnitude of vectors on the error surface. Large magnitude 
vectors remain largely unchanged, while smaller vectors are significantly reduced [46]. 










The ratio of α / β gives control of the network complexity to the neural network designer, with 
large ratios yielding smoother network outputs [43][54]. Due to its low computational complexity, 
this strategy is widely employed in modern systems. However because the error index is controlled 
with only a ratio of two values it lends itself to over-smoothing [55].  
Another common regularization strategy that improves upon the over-smoothing problem 
seen in L2 regularization is Bayesian regularization. This function adds upon the L2 regularization 
strategy by determining how α and β are set. By using the assumption that all probabilities have a 
Gaussian form, the Bayesian inference of weights can be written as the following [56].  
𝑃(𝑤|𝐷|𝛼, 𝛽, 𝐻) =






In the above equation, D is the Hessian of the data, Z is a normalization function that restricts the 








𝑃(𝐷|𝑤, 𝛽, 𝐻) =
1
𝑍𝐷(𝛽)
𝑒𝑥 𝑝(−𝛽𝐸𝐷) (3.8) 
S(w) can be written as the Taylor expansion about the Most Probable (MP) value of weights, w.  




𝑇𝐺(𝑤 − 𝑤𝑀𝑃) (3.9) 
G is the Hessian matrix of the total error function. This provides a mathematic approach to 





Lastly, noise injection can be used as a regularization strategy. This method adds Gaussian 
white noise to training images presented to the network. In doing so, the network is forced to 
generalize to compensate for the loss of signal to noise ratio. It is worth noting that noise injection 
provides significant benefits to systems that have relatively few layers or utilize sparse 
connections, as a CNN does. These benefits do not extend to larger networks due to the number of 
interconnected neural layers [58]. Interestingly, noise injection obtains nearly the same 
regularization results that L2 regularization does despite the method being quite different [54].  
 
3.4.2 Global Contrast Normalization and the Contrast Sensitivity Function 
In machine vision applications it is often beneficial to use training data that has been 
normalized to decrease the amount of variation that the network must account for. This results in 
a system with lower generalization error while reducing the chance of overfitting. For images, one 
of the most common ways variation is introduced to a system is through each image’s contrast 
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[46]. Contrast is defined as the magnitude difference between pixel brightness in an image and is 















where r is the number of rows, c is the number of columns, k is the number of colors (typically 
three for RGB), 𝑋𝑖.𝑗.𝑘 is a tensor representing the image and ?̅? is the mean intensity of the image 














To reduce the contrast variation between images, the Global Contrast Normalization 
(GCN) can be applied by scaling the contrast across an entire data set. This is performed by 
subtracting the mean global pixel intensity from each pixel in the image and dividing by the 
image’s standard deviation of pixel intensity.  
𝑋′𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 =
𝑠(𝑋𝑖.𝑗.𝑘 − ?̅?)
max {𝜀, √𝜆 +
1
3𝑟𝑐
∑ ⁡𝑟𝑖=1 ∑ ⁡
𝑐





The variable, λ, acts as a regularization parameter to provide bias in situations where an 
image has low contrast relative to the set. In most situations, λ can be set to 1, while the variable s 
is a scale parameter for the equation. This can also be set to 1 for most situations, but can be 
adjusted to adjust the amount of contrast normalization across the set [59]. Alternately, GCN can 
be applied to the Lab color space, in which the three dimensions correspond to luminance, green-
red, and blue-yellow. The advantage of this particular color space is that the luminance of each 
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individual pixel can be adjusted while holding all colors constant relative to each-other. This 
enables the GCN equation to take on the form as follows. 
𝑋′𝐿 =
𝑠(𝑋𝐿 − ?̅?)
max {𝜀, √𝜆 +
1
𝑟𝑐





An additional benefit to using this color space is that it allows GCN to be performed only on the 
luminance dimension, eliminating the need to perform calculations across three dimensions for 
each image. The results of GCN can be seen in the following figures. 
 
 






Figure 3-11: (a) Histogram of Original Image (b) Histogram of Global Contrast Normalized Image 
 
While GCN’s visual effect on an image is subtle, by performing GCN on a set of training 
data the network can better approximate the generalized form of a task and improve its ability to 
classify new image data after training. The effect of GCN can be observed in the histograms of 
Figure 3-11, in which the variation of the original image is large, with multiple spikes of intensity 
and a lack of dark information. The GCN histogram shows the reduction of these peaks as well as 
full utilization of the intensity map, allowing for reduced variation that a CNN would need to learn. 
This allows for the dimensions of the feature space to be reduced and helps to eliminate local 
minima traps in the error surface map. 
 
3.4.3 Classification 
Ultimately, the goal of any machine vision network is to predict classes of areas within an 
image to perform a function such as autonomous driving or handwriting analysis. For every CNN 
the final layer of the network is the classification layer. This layer performs the key task of 
producing the loss function so that the results of the network can be analyzed at each iteration of 
training. To do this, the classification layer takes the assigned classes from the softmax function 
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and produces the output image complete with class labels. The loss function is then calculated and 
the regularized learning strategy updated so that the weights can be adjusted on the next iteration.  
The CNN in this work utilizes a cross-entropy loss function as its means of comparing the 
training dataset to the target data. If p is the predicted values from the CNN and t is the true label, 
then we can write our cross-entropy loss function as the following. 
𝐿(𝑝, 𝑡) = ⁡−∑𝑡𝑖 log 𝑝𝑖
𝑖
(3.15) 
Putting this in terms of probability that a single observation is of the correct class of two possible 
classes, the equation can be altered to the following form. 
𝑝𝑦=0 = 1 − ?̂? (3.16) 
𝑝𝑦=1 = ?̂? (3.17) 
𝐿(𝑝, 𝑡) = ⁡−𝑦 log ?̂? − (1 − 𝑦) log(1 − ?̂?) (3.18) 
This gives our loss function a mathematical means of computing the error surface as network 
weights are adjusted over time through the training iteration, providing the key final step in 
producing a working CNN that can classify roadway images [59]. 
To fully test the uniformly sampled and non-uniformly sampled images as well as the 
effects of a variety of preprocessing techniques including multichannel spatial filters, LSI, GCN 









Initial Learn Rate 0.01 
Gradient Threshold Function L2 Normalization 
L2 Regularization Rate 0.0001 
Minibatch Size 24 for Uniform, 48 for LPT 
Validation Frequency 1 
Validation Patience 5 
Shuffle Data Once 
 
Table 3-1: Training Options for Roadway Detection CNN 
 
These conditions were chosen to balance training accuracy across all preprocessing 
techniques with training speed, but emphasizing accuracy. A low initial learning rate was chosen 
to prevent overfitting, while L2 regularization was used to help prevent the loss function from 
getting caught in local minima of the error surface feature map. Early stopping was implemented 
with patience such that if five training iterations occur in which the loss function increases then 
training stops to prevent overfitting. Training and validation data were shuffled at the beginning 
of training so as to eliminate any errors relating to data ordering.  
Results are demonstrated in the following chapter, and are compared to the original labels 
to determine accuracy. The CNN system is independently run 25 times to present a range of 
possible network weights and results. These results will change each time the system is retrained 





Comparison of Results 
In this chapter, a variety of preprocessing methods are compared when applied to a deep 
learning network, as outlined in Figure 4-1. The metrics for comparison include the speed with 
which a network can be successfully trained, accuracy with which roadways are classified within 
scenes as compared to their labels, as well as number of training epochs taken to reach 
convergence. As mentioned in previous chapters, the main contributions of this thesis are 
improvements to the non-uniform log-polar mapping method and application of the LSI model, 
both of which serve as powerful preprocessing components to a CNN. These methods stand in 
contrast to typical applications that only utilize spatial filters, contrast enhancement and/or noise 
injection in uniformly sampled space.  
There are a number of benefits to our approach. The log-polar mapping method achieves 
size, scale and rotation invariance, making it especially powerful for feature extraction and pattern 
recognition tasks. LSI applies a form of edge enhancement, similar to a spatial high-pass filter, 
while retaining low-frequency information. At the same time, it orthogonalizes the image space in 
a way that maximizes training speed in CNNs. This comes at the cost of some frequency 
information, as LSI is another method of data reduction. LSI presents advantages for a biologically 
inspired attention model in that it reduces data while making certain details more visually apparent. 
In doing so, an attention model can focus on these details and move the foveal gaze to obtain a 
clearer picture. Additionally, our approach can be coupled with other preprocessing methods 
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including noise injection and global contrast normalization to yield improvements in 
generalization.  
As a way to measure the time required for system convergence, our CNN utilizes early 
stopping. With this in place, the network will cease training once the batch loss ceases to improve 
by a set amount over five mini-batches. Both the average number of epochs required to reach 
convergence as well the average length of time needed is presented for each processing method 
when simulated 25 times. In each simulation, the training data is split into multiple mini-batches 
and shuffled randomly to present the neural network system with unbiased data. The training image 
set contains 110 fully labeled images representing a wide range of roadway scenes, and the 
validation set contains 16 images that are representative of common scenes encountered while 
driving. These 110 images are split into mini-batches. 48 images are used in each mini-batch for 
non-uniformly sampled data, while uniformly sampled images are split into image mini-batches 
of 28 images each due to the increased memory required for larger files.  
An iteration is defined as a single run through a mini-batch during system training, while 
an epoch is the sum of iterations required to cover the full training set. Epochs are used as a metric 
in our results to augment the time required to reach convergence. While time is used to measure 
the processing time and resources required for training, epochs can demonstrate the amount of 
redundancy needed before a system can be considered properly trained. 
Within the validation set, four images focus entirely on the road, eight contain a mix of 
road and obstructions, and four contain nearly no roadway information at all. Accuracy is 
determined by the number of correctly classified pixels across the validation set with respect to 
the true labels. 
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 All images are based on the fourth gaze point of the multiple gaze point system. For each 
preprocessing technique, the network was trained 25 times with randomly initialized weights for 
each training session and mini-batches were selected by randomly shuffling the training data. 
Mean and standard deviations are presented, as are the resulting classifications on the validation 
set to provide visual results and compliment the measured metrics. All CNN training is performed 
on a computer with a single GTX 1070 GPU running MATLAB 2018a. An overview of the various 




Figure 4-1: Research Approach for Comparing Preprocessing Methods of Uniformly-Sampled 





Figure 4-2: Uniform Validation Set Consisting of Four Images of Roads, Eight Images of Mixed 
Roads and Objects, and Four Images of Non-Road Situations 
 
After the deep learning network has been trained, the validation set was run through the 
network and compared to the true-labeled images. The results in this thesis have been organized 
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by preprocessing technique. Because deep learning network weights vary as a result of randomly 
initialized weights and shuffled training data, the first 10 iterations of each classified validation 
image are displayed demonstrating a variety of training results. For all labels, red corresponds to 
system classification as part of the “road” class, while cyan belongs to the “background” set. All 
validation images are presented with network-generated labels for each preprocessing set, which 

















4.1 Uniformly Sampled Deep Learning 
Nearly all machine vision applications utilize uniformly sampled images due to the 
popularity of uniform camera sensor arrays. It is for this reason that we demonstrate the uniform 
results first, with LPT results in the following section. We first begin by presenting the network 
with the uniform training and validation sets with no additional processing. This is followed by 
the contrast normalized set, the multispatial filtered set, and the noise injected sets respectively. 
The noise injected simulations are of differing Gaussian noise power thresholds, with the power 
set to 25dB, 35dB, and 45dB respectively. All images are 371 x 371 in size. 
 
4.1.1 No Additional Preprocessing 
 Without additional preprocessing, this set represents the standard for which all other 
preprocessing techniques will be compared. The original and true-labeled uniformly sampled 








Figure 4-5: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 2 over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 





Figure 4-7: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 4 over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 




Figure 4-9: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 6 over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 





Figure 4-11: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 8 over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 






Figure 4-13: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 10 over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 






Figure 4-15: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 12 over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 





Figure 4-17: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 14 over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 





Figure 4-19: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 16 over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 Mean Standard Deviation 
Epoch 9.44 7.58 
Time (s) 170.32 141.88 
Validation Accuracy (%) 85.42 4.06 
Table 4-1: Uniformly-Sampled Training Metrics over 25 Training Sessions with No Additional 
Preprocessing 
 
 As can be observed in the above figures, the system had difficulty in correctly classifying 
images 12 and 15 of the validation set. This is due to the fact that these images juxtapose the walls 
of buildings to the roadways. Both these pieces of data convey low-frequency information and 
thus present challenges to the system. It can also be observed that the second trained network 
demonstrates an overfitted system that fails to correctly classify important information where 
properly trained network weights in the other trained networks succeed. Given that the training set 
is limited in size, these results are expected. For training sets that utilize hundreds of thousands of 
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labeled images, it is likely the issues in images 12 and 15 would occur. Despite this, it can be seen 
that the system correctly classifies the majority of roadways and objects well with few false 
positives. These results can be compared to all other preprocessing methods both in uniform and 
non-uniform space. 
 
4.1.2 Uniform with Global Contrast Normalization 
 As elaborated in Chapter 3, GCN reduces the complexity of the feature map through the 
decrease in contrast variation that the network must account for in training. As such, it is commonly 
used to prevent the loss function from becoming trapped in local minima, resulting in better 











Figure 4-21: GCN Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 1 over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 









Figure 4-23: GCN Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 3 over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 










Figure 4-25: GCN Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 5 over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 










Figure 4-27: GCN Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 7 over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 










Figure 4-29: GCN Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 9 over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 













































 Mean Standard Deviation 
Epoch 15.16 11.49 
Time (s) 276.44 213.06 
Validation Accuracy (%) 81.29 4.34 
Table 4-2: Uniformly-Sampled Training Metrics over 25 Training Sessions with Global Contrast 
Normalization 
 
 While results demonstrate a slower average training time and lower validation accuracy, 
visual results demonstrate a markedly similar result to the uniform network in section 4.1.1. While 
issues are present in both the uniform network and the GCN network with regards to validation 
images 12 and 15, the GCN network correctly identifies major objects with a consistency that 
rivals the uniform network. The exception to this is the second trained network, which was found 
to be especially error prone due to how the system trained from its randomly initialized weights. 
The lower validation accuracy can be explained in the speckled background class seen in the 
roadways, especially in roadways comprised of material other than pavement. Of note, however, 
is that a neighborhood class density function could be performed on these classification outputs to 
remove speckled classes. Performing such a function would only keep large regions of 
classification areas, and it is then likely the validation accuracy would rival that of the uniform 







4.1.3 Uniform with Multispatial Difference of Gaussian Filters 
 The multispatial DoG filters modeled on the CSF present in the LGN act as a means of 
edge enhancement while also retaining low-frequency information. This is an innate function 
present in the HVS for reducing information to be processed by the visual cortex while also 
enabling the separation of frequency channels for individual processing. In this section, we train 
our roadway detection CNN using the images produced by filtering using all six DoG filters. This 
may be a simplification of how the HVS actually uses this data, as it is likely that these channels 
are completely separable and processed individually [24][25]. If this is the case, then our CSF 
presents an artificial version of the actual process occurring in the LGN. Using our CSF based on 
data obtained from human subjects by H.R. Wilson, we compare how the CNN trains and uses this 












Figure 4-38: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 1 over Ten Training Sequences with 
DoG Filters Applied 
 
 
Figure 4-39: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 2 over Ten Training Sequences with 








Figure 4-40: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 3 over Ten Training Sequences with 
DoG Filters Applied 
 
 
Figure 4-41: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 4 over Ten Training Sequences with 





Figure 4-42: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 5 over Ten Training Sequences with 
DoG Filters Applied 
 
 
Figure 4-43: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 6 over Ten Training Sequences with 








Figure 4-44: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 7 over Ten Training Sequences with 
DoG Filters Applied 
 
 
Figure 4-45: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 8 over Ten Training Sequences with 








Figure 4-46: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 9 over Ten Training Sequences with 
DoG Filters Applied 
 
 
Figure 4-47: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 10 over Ten Training Sequences with 







Figure 4-48: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 11 over Ten Training Sequences with 
DoG Filters Applied 
 
 
Figure 4-49: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 12 over Ten Training Sequences with 








Figure 4-50: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 13 over Ten Training Sequences with 
DoG Filters Applied 
 
 
Figure 4-51: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 14 over Ten Training Sequences with 







Figure 4-52: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 15 over Ten Training Sequences with 
DoG Filters Applied 
 
 
Figure 4-53: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 16 over Ten Training Sequences with 







 Mean Standard Deviation 
Epoch 16.68 7.44 
Time (s) 313.88 157.13 
Validation Accuracy (%) 64.62 2.51 
Table 4-3: Uniformly-Sampled Training Metrics over 25 Training Sessions with Multichannel 
Spatial Filters 
 
 From the resultant images of the DoG trained networks, it is clear that significant issues 
are present that prevent this system from being useful in its current form. Namely, the DoG filtered 
networks produce trained systems that act as edge detecters while ignoring large areas of low-
frequency information. Interestingly, this does not dismiss its usefulness entirely; the system also 
classifies region edges accurately and can be seen to perform edge enhancement in a similar 
manner to the HVS. This is especially apparent in the results for validation images 6, 9 and 11. In 
these images, objects are highlighted about their edges while the low frequency information 
contained by their bounding is misclassified. This raises possible insights into the true functions 
of these filters in the HVS, namely as RoI detection and edge enhancement, and applications of 
the CSF based on the HVS for networks using bounding boxes and RoI classification. This 
demonstrates the functionality of these filters as components for a human attention model in 
determining the next area from which to obtain information. In humans, the attention functions run 
in parallel to object recognition. Thus including an attention model may provide additional benefits 
from these biologically inspired multichannel filters. Redundancy present in the biological  human 
visual system that has not been included in the model may also demonstrate improvements in the 
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training structure. For pixel-wise labeling without an attention model or additional redundancy, 
however, this system requires additional processing functions. 
 
4.1.4 Uniform with Gaussian Noise Injection: Power = 25dB 
 As highlighted in Chapter 3, noise injection plays a key role in improving system 
generalization and preventing overfitting as a means of network normalization. In our system, both 
the training and validation set were subjected to additive Gaussian noise with a power of 25dB as 
performed by the MATLAB function wgn where the noise power is a function of a load impedance 
of 1 ohm and is relative to 1 watt. This produces a small amount of noise on the image sets with 
minimal data corruption. By implementing noise injection into the system, an additional predicted 
benefit is that false positives of high frequency information, as evidenced in Figures 4-14, 4-15, 
4-31, and 4-32, will be reduced as the system becomes more intolerant to tiny classification 










Figure 4-55: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 1 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 25dB 
 
 
Figure 4-56: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 2 over Ten Training Sequences of 






Figure 4-57: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 3 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 25dB 
 
 
Figure 4-58: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 4 over Ten Training Sequences of 







Figure 4-59: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 5 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 25dB 
 
 
Figure 4-60: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 6 over Ten Training Sequences of 






Figure 4-61: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 7 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 25dB 
 
 
Figure 4-62: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 8 over Ten Training Sequences of 





Figure 4-63: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 9 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 25dB 
 
 
Figure 4-64: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 10 over Ten Training Sequences of 







Figure 4-65: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 11 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 25dB 
 
 
Figure 4-66: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 12 over Ten Training Sequences of 





Figure 4-67: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 13 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 25dB 
 
 
Figure 4-68: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 14 over Ten Training Sequences of 






Figure 4-69: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 15 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 25dB 
 
 
Figure 4-70: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 16 over Ten Training Sequences of 







 Mean Standard Deviation 
Epoch 15.00 6.79 
Time (s) 272.40 126.56 
Validation Accuracy (%) 86.42 4.00 
Table 4-4: Uniformly-Sampled Training Metrics over 25 Training Sessions with Noise Injection 
of P = 25dB 
 
 While the noise injected system still resulted in some false-positive classification of high-
frequency areas, it is evidenced that generalization improved as the validation accuracy improved 
by 1.00% over the uniform trained system utilizing no additional preprocessing techniques. More 
importantly, the effect of noise injection on the system resulted in significantly better classification 
of the sidewalk in validation image 12 and objects were identified successfully in most cases. The 
drawback to this method is that it introduced high-frequency classification noise into scenes that 












4.1.5 Uniform with Gaussian Noise Injection: Power = 35dB 
 






Figure 4-72: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 1 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 35dB 
 
 
Figure 4-73: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 2 over Ten Training Sequences of 





Figure 4-74: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 3 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 35dB 
 
 
Figure 4-75: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 4 over Ten Training Sequences of 






Figure 4-76: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 5 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 35dB 
 
 
Figure 4-77: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 6 over Ten Training Sequences of 





Figure 4-78: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 7 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 35dB 
 
 
Figure 4-79: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 8 over Ten Training Sequences of 





Figure 4-80: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 9 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 35dB 
 
 
Figure 4-81: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 10 over Ten Training Sequences of 





Figure 4-82: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 11 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 35dB 
 
 
Figure 4-83: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 12 over Ten Training Sequences of 





Figure 4-84: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 13 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 35dB 
 
 
Figure 4-85: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 14 over Ten Training Sequences of 





Figure 4-86: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 15 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 35dB 
 
 
Figure 4-87: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 16 over Ten Training Sequences of 






 Mean Standard Deviation 
Epoch 24.44 5.69 
Time (s) 451.80 106.24 
Validation Accuracy (%) 82.11 8.71 
Table 4-5: Uniformly-Sampled Training Metrics over 25 Training Sessions with Noise Injection 
of P = 35dB 
 
Increasing the noise power to 35dB produced results that were better able to identify areas 
containing low-frequency information that were not roadway related. An example of this is present 
in Figure 4-85 where validation image 15 was classified with much greater improvement over the 
uniform non-preprocessed system. The exception to this is in iterations 3 and 6 of the 35dB noise 
injected system which resulted in overfitting. Detrimentally, the increase in noise led to greater 
difficulty in correctly discerning high-frequency non-roadway scenes, such as in Figure 4-83. This 
increased noise threshold also produced false negatives in roadway scenes with significant shading 











4.1.6 Uniform with Gaussian Noise Injection: Power = 45dB 
 Increasing the power of the noise injection to 45dB results in training and validation sets 
that are significantly corrupted by high-frequency speckle noise. It is in this situation where the 
CNN is likely going to continue its trend of classifying low-frequency information to a single class 










Figure 4-89: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 1 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 45dB 
 
 
Figure 4-90: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 2 over Ten Training Sequences of 





Figure 4-91: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 3 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 45dB 
 
 
Figure 4-92: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 4 over Ten Training Sequences of 





Figure 4-93: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 5 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 45dB 
 
 
Figure 4-94: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 6 over Ten Training Sequences of 





Figure 4-95: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 7 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 45dB 
 
 
Figure 4-96: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 8 over Ten Training Sequences of 





Figure 4-97: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 9 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 45dB 
 
 
Figure 4-98: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 10 over Ten Training Sequences of 





Figure 4-99: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 11 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 45dB 
 
 
Figure 4-100: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 12 over Ten Training Sequences of 





Figure 4-101: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 13 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 45dB 
 
 
Figure 4-102: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 14 over Ten Training Sequences of 





Figure 4-103: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 15 over Ten Training Sequences of 
Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 45dB 
 
 
Figure 4-104: Trained System Outputs for Validation Image 16 over Ten Training Sequences of 






 Mean Standard Deviation 
Epoch 25.16 3.33 
Time (s) 466.48 62.63 
Validation Accuracy (%) 76.79 8.38 
Table 4-6: Uniformly-Sampled Training Metrics over 25 Training Sessions with Noise Injection 
of P = 45dB 
 
45dB represented the breaking point of the system, with the system performing poorly and 
resulting in false-positives of large regions. While validation images 15 and 16 performed 
particularly well, it can be seen that none of the other images were classified with acceptable 
accuracy.  
 
4.2 Non-Uniform LPT Deep Learning 
 One of the most significant contributions of this work is the analysis and testing of non-
uniformly sampled data in the log-polar coordinate system and its ability to act as a significant 
data reduction method. In this section, the CNN system is given LPT images with the same 
preprocessing techniques present in the uniformly sampled data from the prior section. The 
exception to this is the multichannel spatial DoG filters, which have been replaced by LSI. Both 
the LPT and the LSI operations are performed within the human eye, thus these operations cannot 
be accurately performed on uniformly-sampled data. Filters, however, can be applied to uniform 
space without changing the accuracy of the preprocessing technique and results.  
 In this chapter, the CNN is trained with LPT data with no additional processing, as well as 
processed with GCN, LSI, and WGN of 25dB, 35dB, and 45dB. These results are compared to the 
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results across the non-uniformly sampled cases, as well as directly to their uniformly sampled 
counterparts in the prior section. For visual ease, the LPT validation images and true labels are 
presented in section 4.2.1, as are the RLPT versions. All other results for non-uniformly sampled 
image data have been recorded as their LPT coordinate versions. In this work, we present the 
resulting RLPT images for this data to provide a better method for direct comparison to uniform 
space. 
 
4.2.1 No Additional Preprocessing 
 The LPT image set is presented first to establish a resultant network set that the non-
uniform results can be compared to. Of particular noteworthiness is that these LPT images are all 
of size [128, 64], which stands in contrast to the uniformly sampled images of size [371, 371]. 
Thus it can be seen that the actual image area of the LPT images is only 6% of the uniformly-






Figure 4-105: The First Half of the LPT Validation Set 
 
 




Figure 4-107: The First Half of the LPT Validation Set with Overlaid True Labels 
 
 

















Figure 4-111: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 1 over 
Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-112: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 2 over 








Figure 4-113: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 3 over 
Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-114: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 4 over 






Figure 4-115: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 5 over 
Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-116: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 6 over 






Figure 4-117: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 7 over 
Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-118: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 8 over 






Figure 4-119: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 9 over 
Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-120: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 10 over 








Figure 4-121: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 11 over 
Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-122: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 12 over 








Figure 4-123: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 13 over 
Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-124: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 14 over 






Figure 4-125: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 15 over 
Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-126: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 16 over 






 Mean Standard Deviation 
Epoch 35.24 17.90 
Time (s) 16.48 8.46 
Validation Accuracy (%) 84.51 2.09 
Table 4-7: LPT Training Metrics over 25 Training Sessions 
 
 The results of LPT images used to train a CNN system for roadway detection yield 
significant findings in both the practicality of this type of data reduction as well as some of its 
shortcomings. One of the first major findings is the significant speed increase in training a CNN 
when compared to the uniformly-sampled image sets. It can be seen that for a loss of 0.91% in 
validation accuracy, the non-uniformly sampled LPT image sets can be trained in 9.7% of the time. 
This demonstrates that the non-uniform weighting of pixels provides minimal information loss 
while implementing massive data reduction. A further visual analysis of the resulting trained 
network validation sets shows that the system performs similarly to the uniform CNN with correct 
classifications of objects within roads, the roadways themselves, and of non-roadway scenes. 
Similar to the uniform CNN, the LPT network has difficulty with validation images 12 and 15, 
though it appears that the LPT network does an overall better job of classifying validation image 
15 despite not being completely correct. One drawback to LPT can be seen in Figure 4-111 in the 
false positive classifications within pure roadway scenes. Likewise, LPT demonstrates some errors 






4.2.2 LPT with Global Contrast Normalization 
 
 







Figure 4-128: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT GCN Validation Image 1 
over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-129: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT GCN Validation Image 2 





Figure 4-130: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT GCN Validation Image 3 
over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-131: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT GCN Validation Image 4 





Figure 4-132: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT GCN Validation Image 5 
over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-133: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT GCN Validation Image 6 





Figure 4-134: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT GCN Validation Image 7 
over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-135: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT GCN Validation Image 8 





Figure 4-136: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT GCN Validation Image 9 
over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-137: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT GCN Validation Image 10 





Figure 4-138: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT GCN Validation Image 11 
over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-139: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT GCN Validation Image 12 





Figure 4-140: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT GCN Validation Image 13 
over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-141: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT GCN Validation Image 14 





Figure 4-142: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT GCN Validation Image 15 
over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-143: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT GCN Validation Image 16 







 Mean Standard Deviation 
Epoch 67.04 16.65 
Time (s) 31.00 7.84 
Validation Accuracy (%) 83.31 0.84 
Table 4-8: LPT Training Metrics over 25 Training Sessions with Global Contrast Normalization 
 
 Interestingly, LPT with GCN produces results that are not as good as networks trained with 
only LPT image sets utilizing no additional preprocessing. This is evidenced in the results for 
validation image 15 in which a greater portion of the wall is consistently misclassified as a road 
due to its low spatial frequency. At the same time, the network trained with LPT and GCN image 
sets produces more consistent results with a validation accuracy standard deviation of only 0.84%. 
This makes sense given that GCN reduces the complexity of the feature map and gives fewer 
possible solutions for the network to converge upon. Likewise, the LPT with GCN image sets do 
not result in poorly trained systems, as is especially well evidenced in Figures 4-132, 4-134, and 
4-137 in which objects in the scene are correctly and accurately identified as being of non-roadway 
classes. 
 
4.2.3 LPT with Lateral Subtractive Inhibition 
 Given that LSI is a form of data reduction that produces results similar in nature (though 
different in function) to the multichannel spatial DoG filters, it is likely that a system trained with 
the LPT with LSI image sets will not perform as well as the unprocessed LPT image set. This is 
due to the fact that transformation to log-polar space performs a form of extreme data reduction 
and further reducing the data may destroy needed information for correctly classifying images and 
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objects within a scene. Despite this, LSI orthogonalizes the image space and performs an edge 
enhancement function while retaining low-frequency information within a scene.  
While this might present issues in a strictly feature recognition structure modelled after the 
HVS, if presented in parallel with a human attention model it is likely that a number of benefits to 
LSI in deep learning can be observed. One component to this is that an attention model can utilize 
the LSI information to highlight areas to obtain additional information from and identify RoI. The 
other is that the dramatic processing speed improvements through the use of LPT images allows a 
computational model to implement a certain level of data redundancy present in the biological 










Figure 4-145: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT LSI Validation Image 1 
over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-146: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT LSI Validation Image 2 




Figure 4-147: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT LSI Validation Image 3 
over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-148: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT LSI Validation Image 4 








Figure 4-149: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT LSI Validation Image 5 
over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-150: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT LSI Validation Image 6 







Figure 4-151: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT LSI Validation Image 7 
over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-152: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT LSI Validation Image 8 








Figure 4-153: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT LSI Validation Image 9 
over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-154: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT LSI Validation Image 10 








Figure 4-155: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT LSI Validation Image 11 
over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-156: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT LSI Validation Image 12 








Figure 4-157: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT LSI Validation Image 13 
over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-158: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT LSI Validation Image 14 








Figure 4-159: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT LSI Validation Image 15 
over Ten Training Sequences 
 
 
Figure 4-160: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT LSI Validation Image 16 






 Mean Standard Deviation 
Epoch 38.20 12.62 
Time (s) 18.40 5.25 
Validation Accuracy (%) 75.73 3.86 
Table 4-9: LPT Training Metrics over 25 Training Sessions with Lateral Subtractive Inhibition 
 
 It can be seen that the additional data reduction caused by the LSI operation produces 
network results with lower validation accuracy than the non-preprocessed LPT network. This is 
especially apparent in Figures 4-149, 4-154, 4-155, and 4-158 which present the system outputs 
for validation images 6, 7, 12, and 15 respectively. Of note, however, is that LSI causes the system 
to produce noisy classifications which could be cleaned up by performing neighborhood averaging 
and smoothing large regions of a single class. As a result, performing additional post-processing 
on LSI data, which the HVS does through the LGN and the visual cortex, may result in vastly 
cleaner classifications. Use of a attention model can also demonstrate the usefulness of LSI in its 
ability to identify RoI for additional data obtainment by a dynamic gaze-point system. Taken on 
its own, however, demonstrates that LSI does not produce acceptable results without additional 
processing. 
 
4.2.4 LPT with Gaussian Noise Injection: Power = 25dB 
 Much like with the uniformly-sampled systems, additive Gaussian noise was added to the 
training and validation sets with the goal of providing normalization and improving generalization. 
Unlike the uniformly-sampled system, however, noise produces greater data corruption on LPT 
information due to its already reduced form and its non-uniform weighting structure. Thus if noise 
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is applied to areas in the periphery, a greater amount of visual space is corrupted. Likewise, any 
information that has noise applied to it will result in greater destruction of information in LPT 
because there are fewer neighborhood pixels conveying the same information outside of the foveal 
area. Due to this, noise injection may produce greater error to the system than it did for uniformly-











Figure 4-162: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 1 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 25dB 
 
 
Figure 4-163: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 2 over 





Figure 4-164: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 3 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 25dB 
 
 
Figure 4-165: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 4 over 





Figure 4-166: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 5 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 25dB 
 
 
Figure 4-167: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 6 over 





Figure 4-168: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 7 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 25dB 
 
 
Figure 4-169: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 8 over 





Figure 4-170: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 9 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 25dB 
 
 
Figure 4-171: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 10 over 





Figure 4-172: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 11 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 25dB 
 
 
Figure 4-173: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 12 over 





Figure 4-174: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 13 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 25dB 
 
 
Figure 4-175: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 14 over 





Figure 4-176: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 15 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 25dB 
 
 
Figure 4-177: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 16 over 






 Mean Standard Deviation 
Epoch 39.48 8.03 
Time (s) 18.12 3.76 
Validation Accuracy (%) 79.53 9.91 
Table 4-10: LPT Training Metrics over 25 Training Sessions with Noise Injection of P = 25dB 
 
 While additive noise did improve some aspects of the validation set classifications, 
especially with regards to validation image 15, it also produced a higher rate of overfitting and 
misclassifications. It can be observed that system training 2, 3, and 6 all resulted in overfitting. 
Even when properly trained, the system struggled to identify the car in validation image 9, 
demonstrating that noise corruption may produce much more harmful effects than it did for the 














4.2.5 LPT with Gaussian Noise Injection: Power = 35dB 
 
 






Figure 4-179: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 1 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 35dB 
 
 
Figure 4-180: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 2 over 





Figure 4-181: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 3 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 35dB 
 
 
Figure 4-182: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 4 over 






Figure 4-183: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 5 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 35dB 
 
 
Figure 4-184: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 6 over 





Figure 4-185: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 7 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 35dB 
 
 
Figure 4-186: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 8 over 






Figure 4-187: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 9 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 35dB 
 
 
Figure 4-188: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 10 over 






Figure 4-189: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 11 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 35dB 
 
 
Figure 4-190: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 12 over 






Figure 4-191: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 13 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 35dB 
 
 
Figure 4-192: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 14 over 






Figure 4-193: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 15 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 35dB 
 
 
Figure 4-194: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 16 over 






 Mean Standard Deviation 
Epoch 48.72 8.20 
Time (s) 22.44 3.63 
Validation Accuracy (%) 81.22 5.82 
Table 4-11: LPT Training Metrics over 25 Training Sessions with Noise Injection of P = 35dB 
 
 As with the uniformly-sampled networks, as the power of the noise increases so does the 
system’s ability to correctly classify high-frequency information while producing false-positives 
into low-frequency images. This is particularly notable in the correct classification of the sidewalk 
in validation image 12, and also in the accurate classification of the truck in validation image 6. 
Likewise, false-positives are prevalent in validation images 2 and 7 in which large areas of 
roadway are misclassified as objects. 
 
4.2.6 LPT with Gaussian Noise Injection: Power = 45dB 
 As with the uniformly-sampled noise injected image sets, additive Gaussian noise of 45dB 
represents the system’s breaking points. As is demonstrated in Figure 4-194, noise at this power 
threshold corrupts a significant portion of the information obtained at the periphery of the LPT 
image set. This will cause further misclassification of low-frequency information, while better 









Figure 4-196: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 1 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 45dB 
 
 
Figure 4-197: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 2 over 




Figure 4-198: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 3 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 45dB 
 
 
Figure 4-199: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 4 over 






Figure 4-200: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 5 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 45dB 
 
 
Figure 4-201: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 6 over 





Figure 4-202: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 7 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 45dB 
 
 
Figure 4-203: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 8 over 






Figure 4-204: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 9 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 45dB 
 
 
Figure 4-205: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 10 over 






Figure 4-206: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 11 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 45dB 
 
 
Figure 4-207: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 12 over 






Figure 4-208: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 13 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 45dB 
 
 
Figure 4-209: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 14 over 






Figure 4-210: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 15 over 
Ten Training Sequences of Gaussian Noise Injected Images of Power 45dB 
 
 
Figure 4-211: Reverse Log-Polar of Trained System Outputs for LPT Validation Image 16 over 






 Mean Standard Deviation 
Epoch 55.76 6.25 
Time (s) 25.80 3.01 
Validation Accuracy (%) 75.68 6.90 
Table 4-12: LPT Training Metrics over 25 Training Sessions with Noise Injection of P = 45dB 
 
 It can be seen that in addition to the misclassification of roadways and low-frequency 
information, as well as the accurate high-frequency classification, introducing additive noise into 
an LPT image where data is non-uniformly weighted and reduced produces significant errors that 
do not demonstrate benefits enough to warrant its use as a preprocessing method in a non-uniform 
structure. 
 
4.3 Comparison between the Uniform and Non-Uniform Deep 
Learning Models 
From the individual preprocessing techniques demonstrated in this chapter, it can be seen 
that the use of non-uniformly sampled images in the log-polar coordinate system offers significant 
gains to processing speeds and resource use in training deep learning systems. Results for uniform 
and non-uniform trained systems using various preprocessing techniques are summarized in Tables 
4-13 and 4-14. While these results provide crucial metrics for measuring system performance, the 
distribution of classifications seen in the prior sections of this chapter demonstrate the true 




MEAN ACROSS 25 INDEPENDENT 
TRAINING SESSIONS 
Epoch Time (s) Validation Accuracy (%) 
Uniform 9.44 170.32 85.42 
Non-Uniform LPT 35.24 16.48 84.51 
Uniform GCN 15.16 276.44 81.29 
LPT GCN 67.04 31.00 83.31 
Uniform DoG Filters 16.68 313.88 64.62 
LPT with LSI 38.2 18.40 75.73 
Uniform Noise Injection P=25dB 15.00 272.40 86.42 
LPT Noise Injection P=25dB 39.48 18.12 79.53 
Uniform Noise Injection P=35dB 24.44 451.8 82.11 
LPT Noise Injection P=35dB 48.72 22.44 81.22 
Uniform Noise Injection P=45dB 25.16 466.48 76.79 
LPT Noise Injection P=45dB 55.76 25.80 75.68 









STANDARD DEVIATION ACROSS 25 
INDEPENDENT TRAINING SESSIONS 
Epoch Time (s) Validation Accuracy (%) 
Uniform 7.58 141.88 4.06 
Non-Uniform LPT 17.90 8.46 2.09 
Uniform GCN 11.49 213.06 4.34 
LPT GCN 16.65 7.84 0.84 
Uniform DoG Filters 7.44 157.13 2.51 
LPT with LSI 12.62 5.25 3.86 
Uniform Noise Injection P=25 6.79 126.56 4.00 
LPT Noise Injection P=25 8.03 3.76 9.91 
Uniform Noise Injection P=35 5.69 106.24 8.71 
LPT Noise Injection P=35 8.20 3.63 5.82 
Uniform Noise Injection P=45 3.33 62.63 8.38 
LPT Noise Injection P=45 6.25 3.01 6.90 
Table 4-14: Summary of Standard Deviation Results over 25 Training Sessions per 
Preprocessing Method 
 
 The results of the system show the system exhibits extreme speed increases when  
utilizing the non-uniformly sampled images instead of the conventional uniformly-sampled ones 
This is because the LPT images utilize a non-uniform distribution of spatially variant sampling 
sensors based on the human retinal model. Dense information is observed in the center of the gaze 
where the fovea utilizes a near uniform ratio of sensory pathways to sensors, while blurred 
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information can be seen in the periphery of a gaze as a function of radial distance from the fovea. 
This enables similar visual information to be condensed to low-resolution form as all necessary 
details of a scene are present. This is in contrast to the uniform model which requires a high-
resolution image to perform the same task, extracting details from differing locations within the 
image without weighting based on spatial location.  
 In our system it can be observed that it takes the LPT training system 9.7% of the time to 
reach a network solution compared to the uniformly-sampled space. Not only does this 
demonstrate significant benefits for deep learning applications for large datasets, it also shows 
promise for the use of a non-uniform structure coupled with a visual attention model as 
approximately ten gaze-points can be obtained and utilized in the same amount of time it takes one 
uniform image to be processed. Taken on their own, multichannel spatial filters and LSI operations 
are shown to be detrimental to machine vision training with the CNN structure used here. However, 
coupling these operations with a visual attention model, much as the biological HVS does, and 
using this to dictate the location of next gaze could create a combined HVS model that 
demonstrates increased functionality and accuracy. Indeed, a system such as this could pave the 
way for true visual autonomy and further the computational HVS model. 
 Also of note is the increased validation set accuracy when additive Gaussian noise is 
applied with a power of 25dB for uniform images. It can be seen that adding Gaussian noise 
performs a regularization strategy as discussed in Chapter 3. As a result the system is better able 
to generalize during training, producing more robust network weights than the noise-free trained 
networks. These gains are not seen in log-polar coordinate space, however, because of the non-
uniform weighting. This weighting structure causes noise to be greatly amplified depending on the 
weighting of the individual pixel affected and the visual area that pixel represents. As such, it can 
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be seen that noise injection is not an appropriate preprocessing method for CNNs trained using 


























 Applying a HVS retinal sensor-based non-uniform image mapping model to a deep 
learning network is a novel approach to improving training speed while balancing accurate system 
performance, and has not been studied prior to the work presented in this thesis. The objective of 
this research is the creation of a biologically inspired image processing framework that performs 
with computational efficiency for real-world machine learning scenarios. The benefits of our 
model can be seen in the advancement of artificial intelligence and machine vision applications, 
especially with regard to system training and autonomous systems. Use of a non-uniformly 
sampled image structure presents improvements in maintaining large fields of view while retaining 
important information within a scene. This is coupled with the ability to process vast amounts of 
data quickly. When compared with the conventional uniformly-sampled structure, the non-uniform 
LPT images, when used to train a deep learning system, performed faster by a factor of ten and 
obtained similarly accurate results. It is predicted that the imbalance between uniformly and non-
uniformly sampled image trained CNN systems will only increase as the image size increases. LPT 
images are able to represent high resolution scenes by transforming them to weighted low 
resolution images, similar to the human retina’s ability to extract information, while maintaining 
great detail at the center of the gaze. 
Applying this system to a deep learning structure enables computational models to 
outperform existing systems especially for feature extraction and pattern recognition, and enables 
the automation of a variety of visual tasks. With improvements demonstrated in this work, a 
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number of emerging technologies such as autonomous vehicles and robots can be built utilizing 
cheaper processing components while retaining a high level of accuracy. This research also 
provides an analysis of how a variety of preprocessing techniques common in deep learning 
structures affects a convolutional neural network using non-uniformly sampled LPT images. This 
is the first study of its kind into the use of log-polar representations for machine vision tasks using 
CNNs and demonstrates key findings about computational HVS systems for real-world scenes. As 
presented in Chapter 4, HVS processing methods including lateral subtractive inhibition and 
multichannel spatial filters perform poorly when applied individually to static input images in a 
deep learning system. This gives insight into the mechanisms of the HVS beyond non-uniform 
mapping as they relate to attention modeling, area of interest identification and working memory. 
Through the enhancement of certain frequency ranges within scenes, the next area of interest can 
be identified and the gaze can shift to obtain detailed information based on the highly detailed 
foveal area. The studies presented in this thesis provide the basis for creation of a biologically 
modeled human visual attention model utilizing LSI and multichannel spatial filters for feature 
extraction. 
 Numerous other improvements to the computational HVS model created during this 
research are presented in Chapters 1 and 2, and include the creation of multichannel spatial filters, 
addition of color-space to the model, creation of the fovea model, introduction of a hierarchical 
HVS model, separation of scenes into multiple gaze points and code optimization. Many of these 
improvements provide the inherent structure for further modeling and application building based 
on the HVS. Additionally, the components built in this thesis enable future researchers to expand 
upon the research performed. The following chapter presents our suggestions to expand upon this 





 While the novel research performed and results obtained in this thesis is excellent as a 
primary study into the potential applications for a computational HVS model, this body of work is 
still only the beginning for modeling HVS for machine vision and deep learning. As presented in 
this work, our research primarily focused on improvements to an existing HVS model proposed 
by N. Radhi as well as novel studies into the effects of non-uniformly sampled images on deep 
learning systems. Improvements added to the sensory mapping method utilizing non-uniformly 
sampled retinal space by introducing a uniformly-sampled foveal area as in Figure 1-10(d). Color-
space, which is valuable in providing an additional data metric for object identification tasks, has 
also been added to the system as demonstrated in Figure 2-3. A multichannel spatial filter structure, 
approximating the contrast sensitivity function of the lateral geniculate nucleus, is introduced in 
Chapter 1.4 with examples demonstrated in Figure 1-17. Exploration into the effects of multiple 
gaze points has also been performed, with results demonstrated in Chapter 2.3.2 In addition, a 
number of improvements have been made to the code structure so as to be conducive for further 
research including image uniformity pre-processing, code optimization, and hierarchical code 
architecture. 
 To improve upon this preprocessing HVS model is to take advantage of a fourth dimension 
in visual space. While the first three dimensions are seen to be length, width, and color, the fourth 
would correspond to depth. In humans this is performed by the use of two eyes for binocular vision. 
To improve this work, a second sensory mapping pattern is needed running in parallel with the 
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existing pattern. These two patterns would then be combined with the additional depth information 
can be used to make decisions. 
 As briefly mentioned in chapter 1 of this work, another key component for widespread 
utilization of the HVS model is the creation of a hybrid-sampled sensor system in hardware. Doing 
so would result in critical speed increases and make real-time HVS model processing of video data 
possible. This hardware could be designed using concentric rings of photosensors, with each sensor 
increasing in diameter as a function of the distance from the center. In addition, LSI could be 
implemented in hardware by a CMOS control structure that performs neighborhood excitatory and 
inhibitory functions. The resulting output could then be applied to an advanced software system to 
perform key tasks in mimicking the visual cortex and applying deep learning. 
 Developments in the area of computer vision and deep learning are also suggested in the 
future work of applications using the HVS model as a preprocessing method. The first such 
development is the building of an image library specifically for HVS models and non-uniform log-
polar coordinate images with pixel-wise image labeling for training deep neural networks. Once a 
labeled image library has been built that contains hundreds of thousands of images, pre-trained 
deep learning networks can be utilized to increase both the performance of such neural network 
systems as well as promote the wide use and research of HVS models in machine vision. 
 Lastly, a significant topic that has been partially addressed in this thesis is that of a visual 
attention model utilizing working memory and the feature extraction tools of LSI and multichannel 
spatial filters. Utilizing changing gaze points as both an image segmentation tool and a way to 
obtain detailed information in select regions of an image, an attention model can determine which 
objects need foveal detail and can dynamically shift the center of the gaze to obtain the relevant 
information. In our work we split an image into nine fixed gaze points to obtain detailed 
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information from each segment. In reality, the human attention model relies on the eye’s ability to 
change its gaze based on objects of interest and various stimuli. This could be modeled as a second 
deep neural network system running in parallel to the first, with the sole task of determining objects 
of interest in the periphery and moving the gaze to obtain more information. This moving eyeball 
method would maximize the amount of information obtained from a scene and further enable a 
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